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Satyagraha / Nonviolent Action Defined
Martin Luther King Jr has summed up the Gandhian way in the following principles when he said that opting
for non-violence is not a path of the weak or the coward, it requires even greater courage than violence. It takes
greater courage and discipline to be able to confront an opponent with nonviolent action than it does to hit
back. Gandhiji was able to invoke courage through his faith and discipline which he cultivated in South Africa
in his ashrams. Both he and Martin Luther King consciously trained volunteers who were prepared to go out on
defiance campaigns.
Self-suffering: When using nonviolent means one does not create suffering for others but inflicts suffering on
one’s self Gandhi’s infliction of suffering on himself was also cultivated through his stringent discipline and fasts
when he voluntarily gave up food in order to gain that spiritual strength. But also in opting for imprisonment
and refusing to pay fines. He schooled himself and his fellow campaigners to withstand assaults from the police
without flinching or retaliating.
Seeing all points of view: Gandhiji encouraged an open minded approach. When he spoke of searching for
the truth, he meant that truth has many dimensions and is not the preserve of any one person. It is therefore
important to reflect on why an opponent is behaving in the way that s/he is and to grasp the other persons point
of view. At the same time to be critical about one’s own view. This helps in finding compromise solutions.
Positive love / agape: One has to learn to positively love the opponent. In this way one eliminates all possibility
of there being any place for any form of violence in word, thought or deed. In this way one tries to win over
opponents so that they can see the effects of their actions and be prepared to transform.
Hate the deed not the doer: Gandhi also insisted that one has to separate the deed from the doer and so you
hate the deed and all actions are aimed against the deed and never against the doer or perpetrator. It took a great
deal of discipline and faith in God to be able to love the opponent and to separate them from the deed which
was offensive. One has to be able to internalize these principles in order to practise them when the time arises. It
is essential that one begins to live by these principles in daily life, and help it to become a way of life.
There is no victor or vanquished: Nonviolent action is also not aimed at defeating opponents or humiliating
them but rather at transforming them so that they can love themselves better and so that the others too are
satisfied and are able to get what they set out to achieve. This idea of transformation of human beings is based
on the fundamental belief that there is in each human being a spark of God or something divine which makes
each person capable of change. This idea is at the heart of Gandhian philosophy and one sees its outcomes in
the respect he was able to inspire in his arch foe in South Africa, General Smuts.
To be able to remain respectful, focused and able to transform a person who is a foe, one has to be highly
disciplined not to give in to provocation from the opponent. It is a common practice among police officers
and politicians to goad and annoy political opponents and defiance campaigners. To be able to respond as
nonviolent defiers of unjust laws one has to be trained to be disciplined and focused and steer clear of engaging
in oppositional politics.
Gandhiji believed in consensus and compromises and not in oppositional or adversarial behaviour.
Source/Reference: Dr Ela Gandhi, Granddaugher of Mahatma
Gandhi, Essential Values of Mahatma Gandhi, National Gandhi
Museum, New Dehli & Gandhi Development Trust, Durban , pg 19,-21
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Mahatma Gandhi launches his Strategy of
Satyagraha (Non-Violence)
We pray Mahatma Gandhi on this day of September 11.
Mahatma Gandhi’s Satyagraha
Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi first articulated the concept of ‘Satyagraha’, non-violent resistance, at a public
meeting in South Africa on September 11, 1906. His rigorous application of this philosophy over the next 40 years
earned Gandhi the title of Mahatma—great soul. It also gave the modern world a powerful new political tool for
dealing with conflict and hurt.
On 9/11, 1906 Gandhi found himself in a leadership role at a gathering of Indians of all faiths, castes and
professions at the Imperial Theatre in Johannesburg. In an atmosphere charged with anger and the determination
to fight racism, Gandhi dropped an idea that acted like a depth charge. Let us fight discriminatory laws by refusing
to comply—by offering unflinching non-violent resistance. His logic was impeccable. Truth is God and God is
love. It follows that a struggle for justice cannot involve hurting one’s opponent. Instead, the ‘other’ in a conflict
must be weaned from error by patience and sympathy. In turn, this means cultivating the willingness to examine
‘truth’ in all its many dimensions. This can only be done by being strong—not physical strength but the strength
of truth-force or love-force.
Satyagraha: Its Theory and Practice
•

Carried out to its utmost limit, this force is independent of pecuniary or other material assistance: certainly,
even in its elementary form, of physical force or violence. Indeed, violence is the negation of this great
spiritual force which can only be cultivated or wielded by those who will entirely eschew violence. It is a force
that may be used by individuals as well as by communities. It may be used as well in political as in domestic
affairs. Its universal applicability is a demonstration of its permanence and invincibility. It can be used alike
by men, women and children. It is totally untrue to say that it is a force to be used only by the weak so long
as they are not capable of meeting violence by violence. It is impossible for those who consider themselves
to be weak to apply this force. Only those who realize that is something in man which is superior to the brute
nature in him, and that the latter always yields to it, can effectively be passive. This force is to violence and,
therefore, to all tyranny, all injustice, what light is to darkness.

•

We have taken long to achieve what we set about striving for. That was because our passive resistance was
not of the most complete type. All passive resisters do not understand the full value of the force, nor have
we men who always from conviction refrain from violence. The use of this force requires the adoption of
poverty, in the sense that we must be indifferent whether we have the wherewithal to feed or clothe ourselves.
During the past struggle, all passive resisters, if any at all, were not prepared to go that length. Some again
were only passive resisters so-called. They came without any conviction, often with mixed motives, less often
with impure motives.

•

Some even, whilst engaged in the struggle, would gladly have resorted to violence but for most vigilant
supervision. Thus it was that the struggle became prolonged; for the exercise of the purest soul-force, in its
perfect form, brings about instantaneous relief. For this exercise, prolonged training of the individual soul
is an absolute necessity so that a perfect passive resister has to be almost if not entirely, a perfect man. We
cannot all suddenly become such men, but if my proposition is correct-as I know it to be correct-the greater
the spirit of passive resistance in us, the better men we will become. Its use is indisputable, and it is a force
which, if it became universal, would revolutionize social ideals and do away with despotism’s and the everOctober 2015 | Non-Violence News | 3

growing militarism.
•

Let no one understand that a non-violent army is open only to those who strictly enforce in their lives al the
implications of nonviolence. It is open to all those who accept the implications and make an ever-increasing
endeavor to observe them. There never will be an army of perfectly nonviolent people. It will be formed of
those who will honestly endeavor to observe nonviolence.
Source/Reference: https://www.opendemocracy.net/rajni-bakshi/choice-of-911s

Essential Values of Mahatma Gandhi
Many people come into our lives and inspire us. We often read about them and begin to worship them. This
book sets out to look at how we can move from considering their lives as a source of inspiration to a source
ofmentorship. Gandhiji, Nelson Mandela, Chief Albert Luthuli, Martin Luther King Junior and many others
remain a source of inspiration to us because of the tremendous sacrifices they made to achieve their dream.
A dream in which they needed our support and participation. For some of us they were mentors and so those
of my generation participated in some small way in the struggle of the times. Those of the next generation feel
that the dream of liberation has now been achieved and so they have no cause. But a closer study of what these
leaders said reveals that their dream did not end with liberation. Liberation was for them just an instrument
which would help them attain the kind of society they dreamt about. That was their dream - a new society.
A society free of divisions based on gender, caste, class or race. A society in which all will have access to basic
needs of life; a society where people, property and the earth will be respected and taken care of a society in
which disputes and conflicts will be resolved through nonviolent means; a society which has dignity, humility and
pride and is able to embrace the world with its strong ethical and moral code; which influences others rather than
being influenced adversely or being thrown off its feet. This is a cause and a dream that the present generation
can commit to.
Source/Reference: Dr Ela Gandhi, Granddaugher of Mahatma Gandhi, Essential
Values of Mahatma Gandhi, National Gandhi Museum, New Dehli & Gandhi
Development Trust, Durban , pg v
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Peace Education for Nonviolence and Solution of Terrorism
Nonviolence (from Sanskrit ahimṣā, non-violence, “lack of
desire to harm or kill”) is the personal practice of being harmless
to self and others under every condition.
Nelson Mandela writing his Foreword for the World
Report on Violence has told us that violence is the
pain of children who are abused by people who
should protect them, women injured or humiliated
by violent partners, elderly persons maltreated by
their caregivers, youths who are bullied by other
youths and people of all ages who inflict violence
on themselves.
Violence is inherent in the system of about 139
non-democratic nation-states where a handful of
people have the power to declare which persons or
groups should die. In 50 to 60 democratic or quasidemocratic countries, the economic and political
elite commit violence by manipulating power,
money and resources.
Today the whole world is being gripped by
terrorism. Most of the nation-states are facing
“genocide”, “ethnic cleansing” and ‘global
terrorism”. According to Global Terrorism Index
(Institute for Economics and Peace, 2014), in total
there have been over 48,000 terrorist incidents over
the last 14 years claiming over 107,000 lives.
Terrorism has increased dramatically with even
conservative estimates suggesting a fivefold surge
since the year 2000. In 2013 alone, almost 10,000
terrorist incidents were recorded, resulting in
approximately 18,000 deaths. The significant
majority of these incidents, over 60 per cent,
occurred in Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Nigeria and
Syria.
The increase is due mainly to terrorist activity
within these five countries. As a consequence, these
countries have experienced a dramatic increase
in the loss of life in 2013 with fatalities reaching
14,722 collectively. Excluding these five countries
in 2013, there were almost 4,000 attacks in the rest

of the world killing 3,236 people. This represents
an increase of 54 per cent over the prior year.
Other than the five most affected countries, the
trend over the last 14 years is upward with terrorist
attacks substantially increasing by 180 per cent.
Furthermore, terrorists are largely successful in
carrying out their tactical objectives.
Roots of Terrorism and Violence
Regarding roots of violence and terrorism, there are
strong five beliefs that human beings have inherited
a tendency to make war from their animal ancestors,
war and any other violent behavior is genetically
programmed into our human nature, in the course
of human evolution there has been a selection for
aggressive behavior more than of other kinds of
behavior, humans have a ‘violent brain’, and war is
caused by ‘instinct’ or any single motivation. But,
the Seville Statement on Violence (1986) written
by an international team of specialists in 1986 and
endorsed by scientific and professional organizations
which was adopted by UNESCO in 1989 has
categorically denied stating that these beliefs are
scientifically incorrect.
Nadine Kreiberger (2006) points out socioeconomic factors motivate the perpetrators of
terrorist acts. In particular for those residing in
Western societies, a link is drawn between poverty,
prejudice, a sense of alienation and marginalization,
deep frustration and the violence mostly younger
male Muslims develop.
Terrorist attacks would then be a gesture of anger
and vengeance towards societies that do not
welcome them. Further she says that a lack of
clear identity, alienation from traditional customs,
personal trauma, isolation in society, a perceived
threat from other groups (or the majority) would
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create in the individual a sense of injustice and
anger.
International Association of Educators for
World Peace (2006) has identified four roots of
terrorism, viz. (a) religious fanaticism, (b) political
extremism, (c) governmental abuse and (d) military
intervention.

He believed justice as remedy for violence and as
foundation for peace. But justice which is remedy
of violence and mother of peace is yet to be born.
Hence there is a big question how people would be
just or what makes all mankind to be just.
Peace Education for Nonviolence and Solution of
Terrorism

Johan Galtung and Anders Wirak (Peace Education,
1986) considers the threatening of fulfillment of
human basic needs is the root cause of violence.
They have identified 12 human needs, viz. food
(and water), clothing, housing, health, education,
social contact, work, liberty, politics, new
experience, self realization and meaningful life, and
ecology.

Only education can make human beings just to be
nonviolent leading to disappearance of violence.
I am not talking about education of the past and
the present available for a few privileged people
for certain periods of time for preparing them as
doctors, engineers, lawyers, teachers and other
professionals minus man (human), and however,
many are being deprived of these educations.

Due to being fade up and pained with the violence
and terrorism in the different societies of the world,
some highly distinguished thinkers in the past gave
their proposals for violence-free ideal societies.
Plato’s Ideal States, Leibnitz’s The Best World,
Mores’ Utopia, Kant’s Theological Kingdom,
Confucius’ Great Cooperation Society, Mencius’
The Kingly Way, Hsunpzu’s The Great World, and
many other utopian schemes of other thinkers for
establishment of better nonviolent societies are a few
examples. But they all failed to make their societies
ideal for nonviolence. If their search had been to
transform individuals into ideal men and women –
what man inherently is – their societies would have
been realized.

Hence exploiting each other they exploit rest many
unprivileged people depriving them from their
exploitative education, and considering the status
quo of the people of different nations, faiths (sects),
relations, races, but unable to make them human
thus it destroys both to whom it reaches, and also
to whom it is denied.

Confucius of China (in 500 B. C.) advised the
human beings to practice justice for solution of
violence. He forecasted, “If mankind would be
governed justly for but a single century, all violence
would disappear from earth.” Christ himself who
was victim of state violence translated passive justice
into active love, and said to Peter, who drew his
sword and try to rescue him, “Put up your sword.
For they that take the sword shall perish by the
sword.”

I am talking about the real education that is peace
education. Again I am not talking about existing
peace education which is based on providing the
learners the knowledge about predetermined values,
preparing them for favorable attitude towards
these values and making them skilled for these
values to practice, is no more better than existing
formal education being based on indoctrination for
teaching, available for a few affluent persons and for
certain periods.
-Inspired by Dr. Surya Nath Prasad Transcend
Media Service (TMS), https://www.transcend.
org/tms/2015/10/politics-of-good-governance-fornonviolence-the-role-of-peace-education/
-Gambhir Watts OAM

President

International Centre of Nonviolence Australia

www.nonviolence.org.au
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Elements of A Nonviolent Action Campaign
1. RESEARCH &
ANALYSIS: Get
facts, information,
historical perspective
regarding a specific
concern (end the
war, close military
base, close crack
house, gangs,
divestment,
military violence).
Identify widely
held moral and
ethical values that
are being violated
(human survival, right to
worship, civil rights, killing, right to vote). Envision
the alternatives (what do we want instead? How can
human needs best be met in this situation?). Clarify
faith position and demands.

5. TRAINING: Nonviolence training should be
given to all participants in
the campaign. It is
helpful to establish
nonviolence guidelines
that participants agree
to observe throughout
the campaign. Use plenty
of role plays in trainings
to prepare people for
campaign actions.

2. DELEGATIONS & LETTERS: People,
governments, institutions, and organizations must
be given the opportunity to correct violations of
ethical or moral values. Efforts to exhaust all normal
channels to bring about change should be clear, fair,
documented and publicized. Involve as many people
as possible. An institution’s failure to respond to such
opportunities moves us to other levels of action.

7. SACRIFICIAL ACTS: Fasting or giving up
special privileges are good tactics especially in
combination with special appeals.

3. NEGOTIATIONS: Negotiations help both
parties to understand each other’s actions. Face to
face contact helps each to see the other as human
beings and to understand the other’s perspective
on the issue. Misunderstandings can be more
easily cleared up. Roads to resolution can be more
readily explored and developed. Even if negotiation
meetings are not granted, they should be continually
sought throughout the campaign.
4. PUBLIC EDUCATION: Generating public
support for the campaign and openness to escalated
action when it occurs can be accomplished through:
leafleting, poster walks, street speaking, public
meetings, speaking to local groups, printed articles in
newspapers and magazines, letters to the editor, TV
interviews, street theatre, etc.

6. SPECIAL APPEALS:
Special appeals to public
officials, business people,
clergy, the President,
other dignitaries and the
opponent for a just
resolution to the situation
can be made public by news releases and public
“walks” to the places where these people are.

8. ULTIMATUM: Review past attempts at
resolving the injustice; set out minimum demands;
set a date for a final good-faith response by the
opponent after which confrontation will escalate. Be
firm but friendly. Put it in writing for the opponents.
Make statement available to news media.
9. NONVIOLENT CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE:
Sit-ins, pray-ins, die-ins, blockades, occupations,
disruption of meetings, crossing forbidden lines, etc.
are examples of actions that dramatize your message
and challenge the injustice in ways that cannot be
easily ignored.
10. EVALUATION: Taking time to reflect on and
honestly evaluate the campaign allows us to learn
from our mistakes and successes.
Source/Reference: “A Nonviolent Action Manual” by William
Moyer, New Society Press 1977, www.cpt.org/files/public_
witness/Campaigns.rtf
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Second Annual Nonviolence Month 2015
Practicing Nonviolence in Education
ICON (International Centre of Nonviolence
Australia) launched its second annual Non-Violence
Month, starting on the UN International Day
of Nonviolence marked on 2 October 2015,
in commemoration of the birth anniversary of
Mahatma Gandhi, the pioneer of the philosophy
and strategy of Non-Violence. The planned
activities for its second annual Non-Violence
Month included the launch ceremonies, Australiawide Nonviolence lecturing tour titled ‘Practicing
Nonviolence in Education’ by Professor Emeritus
Magnus Haavelsrud and the closing ceremony
at the Parliament House with a Nonviolence
Concert.
Simultaneous Launch at University of
Wollongong and Perth
The simultaneous launch of the second annual
Non-Violence Month at University of Wollongong
and Perth started with the introductory speeches by
the senior University professors. This was followed
by announcement launching the Nonviolence
Month. This was followed by lecture by Professor
Emeritus Magnus Haavelsrud. The launch concluded
with a visit to the Nan Tien Buddhist temple in
Wollongong. Nonviolence Month was also launched
in Perth on 2 October 2015 by Borderless Gandhi
in collaboration with International Centre of
Nonviolence Australia and City of Perth.

2 October 2015 was hosted by the University Vice
Chancellor Professor Paul Wellings and organized
by Michelle Rankin, Marketing, Recruitment and
Projects. Professor Emeritus Magnus Haavelsrud
gave a speech followed by Q&A. He toured the
campus and conducted lecture workshops for peace
studies students.
University of New
England
University of New England
event was hosted by Vice
Chancellor Professor
Annabelle Duncan and
organized by Nicole Killen,
Executive Assistant to
Vice-Chancellor and CEO.
Professor Emeritus Magnus
Haavelsrud met with various members of the
University staff, including Vice-Chancellor and Head
of School of Humanities, toured the University on 6
October 2015 and conducted lecture workshops for
peace studies students. In the afternoon there was
held a workshop with University of New England
students followed by Nonviolence Lecture to the
public and ending with a Q&A session.
The University of Queensland

Professor Emeritus Magnus Haavelsrud, Patron
of International Centre of Nonviolence Australia,
from Faculty of Social Sciences and Technology
Management in Norwegian University gave an
Australia-wide Nonviolence lecturing tour titled
‘Practicing Nonviolence in Education’.

University of Queensland Vice Chancellor Professor
Peter Høj hosted and Dr Melissa Curley, Senior
Lecturer in International Relations managed the
event. On 8 October 2015, The University of
Queensland gave Professor Emeritus Magnus
Haavelsrud a short tour of the school. He conducted
lecture workshops for peace studies students. He met
with Rotary Fellows/Peace and Conflict staff over a
light lunch followed by lecture to the public.

University of Wollongong

The University of Adelaide

The event at the University of Wollongong on

The University of Adelaide event was hosted by

Practicing Nonviolence in Education Tour
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Vice Chancellor Professor Warren Bebbington and
managed by Professor Ghil’ad Zuckermann, Chair
of Linguistics and Endangered Languages. Professor
Emeritus Magnus Haavelsrud gave his Nonviolence
lecture to the public followed by a Q&A session
on 13 October 2015. He toured the campus and
conducted lecture workshops for peace studies
students.

International Centre of Non-Violence (ICON)
Australia, Mr Gambler Watts OAM, who through
ICON introduced Nonviolence Month in 2014.
Professor Haavelsrud has been the Patron of

University of Tasmania
University of Tasmania Vice Chancellor Professor
Peter Rathjen hosted and Pat McConville, Program
Manager, Public Events managed the event on 15
October 2015. The University of Tasmania provided
light refreshments prior to Professor Emeritus
Magnus Haavelsrud Nonviolence Lecture which
followed a Q&A session, toured the campus and
conducted lecture workshops for peace studies
students.
Deakin University
The Deakin University event was hosted by Vice
Chancellor Professor Jane
den Hollander and managed
by Jo Collins, Administration
Manager. UNESCO Chair
Cultural Diversity and Social
Justice hosted the event for
Professor Emeritus Magnus
Haavelsrud. He gave his
Nonviolence Lecture at Deakin’s
University City Centre which
followed a Q&A session on 16
October 2015. He toured the
campus and conducted lecture workshops for peace
studies students.
Curtin University
On 19 October 2015, in celebration of Nonviolence
Month 2015, the Centre for Human Rights
Education (CHRE) hosted a public lecture with
Emeritus Professor Magnus Haavelsrud from the
Norwegian University of Science and Technology
titled, ‘Practicing Nonviolence in Education’. The
event was supported by the Faculty of Humanities
and was attended by just over 40 people at
Curtin University, including the President of the
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ICON Australia since 2013. After an introduction
to the evening by Professor Baden Offord, Director
of the Centre for Human Rights Education, he
then introduced the Professor who spoke about
the transformative power of nonviolence that
has been evidenced in so many contexts and by
so many – most notably in the work by Mahatma
Gandhi and Martin Luther King. In his lecture,
Professor Haavelsrud focused on the question of
what is the pedagogic foundation for acquiring a
nonviolent identity, and searching for answers as to
how nonviolence can be learned and practiced in
education in all spheres of life.
The floor was then opened for questions from
the audience, which provided a lively and in depth
discussion. He toured the campus and conducted
lecture workshops for peace studies students.
The event was hosted by Curtin University Vice
Chancellor Professor Deborah Terry, managed
by Gaylene Galardi Project Office and Centre for
Human Rights Education (CHRE) staff: Director,
Dr Baden Offord; Associate Professor Professor
Anne Ally; Senior Lecturer, Dr Caroline Fleay; PhD
Candidate/Sessional Academic, Anne-Marie Balbi;
Lecturer, Dr Yirga Gelaw Woldeyes.
Nonviolence Concert
The Nonviolence Month celebrations will close with
a Nonviolence Concert at the Parliament House on
30 October. The Hon. Linda Burney, Deputy Leader
of the Opposition, Shadow Minister for Education,
and Shadow Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, will
be the host for this noble event. Nonviolence
Concert will showcase artists from a wide range of
communities presenting a highly variegated array of
traditional music and dance to convey the message of
peace and nonviolence.

Australian Nonviolence Month Public Lecture

Practicing Nonviolence in Education

Simultaneous Launch of Nonviolence Month
at University of Wollongong and Perth

Abstract
The transformative power of
evidenced in so many contexts
most notably in the work by
and Martin Luther King. In this
on the question of what is the
for acquiring a nonviolent identity
as to how nonviolence can be
in education.

nonviolence has been
and by so many –
Mahatma Gandhi
lecture I shall focus
pedagogic foundation
- searching for answers
learned and practiced

The child acquires behavior,
attitudes in tune with the
in the community (informal
media and other sources of
such as religion and organized
music and scouting etc.) also
even before entering formal

knowledge and
home and peers
education). Mass
non-formal learning
activities (e.g. sports,
influence the child
education. Part of
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what is learned relates to conflict behavior including the question of violent and nonviolent ways and
means in conflict transformations. Violent behavior dominates in some sources of learning whereas the
message and practice of nonviolence may be more prevalent in others - it may seem as though some
sources specialize in violence and others in nonviolence. This means that the human being has to relate
to discrepant messages about ways and means of transforming conflicts. Digesting and processing such
discrepancies both theoretically and practically is therefore a challenge. It is argued that all sources of
information – informal, non-formal and formal – are important venues for learning to take a stand
based on conviction rather than persuasion.
To facilitate this pedagogy of conviction some guiding principles will be discussed focusing on how
micro conflicts relate to macro conditions and how past, present and future perspectives need to be
included in order to grasp the historical roots of conflicts as they impact the present. Most importantly,
however, is to offer an educational safe space in the “here and now” for nurturing visions of nonviolent
ways and means towards conflict transformation.

This lecture presented by Emeritus Professor Magnus Haavelsrud, Norwegian University of
Science and Technology on Friday, 2 October 2015 at University of Wollongong, Australia
marked the second annual Nonviolence Month in commemoration of the birth anniversary of
Mahatma Gandhi, the pioneer of the philosophy and strategy of Non-Violence.

International Day of Nonviolence

Borderless Gandhi

The International Day of Non-Violence was celebrated all over Australia
last Friday, and in Perth several occasions were marked on the same
event. Nilesh Makwana represented International Centre of NonViolence Australia, and launched Non-Violence Month on a national
level in addition to officially launching the Borderless Gandhi project.
The Borderless Gandhi project will bring an exhibition from the Eternal
Gandhi Multimedia Museum outside of India for the first time next year,
on 2nd October 2016.
Lord Mayor Lisa Scaffidi had recorded a video message on behalf of the
City of Perth, and this was showcased on the Northbridge Piazza screen,
along with Borderless Gandhi Project Patron, Rabia Siddique, and Nilesh
Makwana. United Nations Australia also came on board and was included
in the slideshow being shown from 6:30 pm until the screening of the
Gandhi movie (M 1982, Richard Attenborough) started at 8:30 pm.
Northbridge Piazza had new inflatable chairs, with LED lights inside.
Special for the event, the chairs replaced the orange beanbags and they
were glowing up in a yellow colour to match the theme of the Borderless Gandhi project. Throughout the
evening people came by for either a few minutes, while some stayed until the screening of the Gandhi movie
ended. Curtin University had promoted the event through their internal channels, and visitors
from the university came by to enjoy a peaceful evening together.
-Lene Makwana is the Co - Founder & Lead Designer of the Borderless Gandhi Project. She is an artist,
designer and illustrator, and founded the Borderless Gandhi project together with Nilesh Makwana with a vision
of contributing to global awareness of Mahatma Gandhi’s philosophy and accomplishments.
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A Report from Adelaide, Hobart and Melbourne
Deakin University
At Deakin University I was welcomed by Professor Shahram Akbarzadeh, Deputy Director
(International) of the Alfred Deakin Institute for Citizenship and globalization, Faculty of Arts and
Education. The presentation was well received and a lively discussion ensued including issues of social
media’s potential constructive educative role in the midst of its sometimes destructive contribution in
creating interactions among evil doers.
One of the participants Professor Greg Barton who is Chair of global Islamic Politics had just
returned from the high level leaders meeting in New York with participation of heads of state
including President Obama and Prime Minister Cameron and also the Norwegian Prime Minister
Solberg who was one of five speakers along with Obama and Cameron. This Institute is newly
inaugurated and has a real interdisciplinary orientation which I see as a most promising way to go in
understanding the formation of mindsets in relation to contexts.
Professor Barton’s field of global Islamic politics is an interesting perspective and calls for similar
chair in how religions influence global politics and citizenship education - how Buddhism,
Christianity, Hinduism etc may have educative force and influence even global politics directly or
indirectly through education in formal, non-formal and informal venues.
Certainly it shall be interesting to see how this new institute shall contribute to a transdisciplinary
epistemology in bridging the gap between different academic disciplines in understanding formation
of mindsets and how mindsets relate to not only understanding conflicts but also acting in conflicts
whether as spectators, onlookers or active agents. Such micro analysis is in great need for being
integrated with macro issues of international relations and I think this academic orientation is
becoming more and more important in understanding peace and security issues in our global village.
University of Tasmania
The lecture at the University of
Tasmania had many participants
from the public compared with
the lecture at Deakin University.
The lecture was introduced by Dr.
Sonam Thakchoe, a professor of
philosophy and gender studies. And
he highlighted substantive issues
in an introduction of the topic of
nonviolence inspired by the tradition
of Satyagraha rooted in ahimsa and
how Buddhist philosophy would be
in harmony with this tradition.
Here I would like you, Jessica,
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to email Dr. Thakchoe and ask for his introduction to my lecture because I think he had written it
down. Dr. Thakchoe also sent me an email commenting on my lecture and I am going to respond to
him upon arrival in Singapore as I have not had easy access to a computer in Melbourne and I have
also been too busy to think through his comment.
I think in the report it might be an idea to add both his introductory remarks as well as the email
comment afterwards. One idea that crossed my mind after the lecture in Tasmania is that it would be
good to build a bridge between this series of lectures in 2015 and also in previous years with Ela by
inviting all in the network to the Journeys for peace conference in Durban next year.
University of Adelaide
The Adelaide program was extensive and intensive
with Prof Zuckermann showing up in the hotel 5
minutes after my arrival and taking me on a walking
tour of the city including the Art Gallery and the
University and insisting that I later go and see the
MARKET which I did on the last day. That market
is really a great attraction and another reason to visit
Adelaide again. The venue of the lecture was in a big

theatre.
Prof Zuckermann introduced Professor
Jennie Shaw, Executive Dean of the Faculty
of Humanities and Social Sciences and Hon
Michael Rann, Former Premier of South
Australia. He had some introductory remarks
on the topic before asking me to take the floor.
Several questions were debated following the
lecture before we moved outside and continued
discussions over what was left of the finger food
and drinks provided the audience before the lecture. In Adelaide I also had an interesting experience
-Professor Emeritus Magnus Haavelsrud
when interviewed on the ABC radio by Ian Henscke.
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Practicing Nonviolence in Education
The transformative
power of nonviolence
has been evidenced
in so many contexts
and by so many –
most notably in the
work by Mahatma
Gandhi and Martin
Luther King. In this
lecture I shall focus
on the question of
what is the pedagogic foundation for acquiring a
nonviolent identity - searching for answers as to
how nonviolence can be learned and practiced in
education.

This means that the
human being has to
relate to discrepant
messages about
ways and means
of transforming
conflicts. Digesting
and processing
such discrepancies
both theoretically
and practically is
therefore a challenge. It is argued that all sources of
information – informal, non-formal and formal – are
important venues for learning to take a stand based
on conviction rather than persuasion.

The child acquires behavior, knowledge and attitudes
in tune with the home and peers in the community
(informal education). Mass media and other sources
of non-formal learning such as religion and organized
activities (e.g. sports, music and scouting etc.) also
influence the child even before entering formal
education.

To facilitate this pedagogy of conviction some
guiding principles will be discussed focusing on
how micro conflicts relate to macro conditions and
how past, present and future perspectives need to
be included in order to grasp the historical roots
of conflicts as they impact the
present. Most importantly, however,
is to offer an educational safe
space in the “here and now” for
nurturing visions of nonviolent
ways and means towards conflict
transformation.

Part of what is learned relates to conflict behavior
including the question of violent and nonviolent
ways and means in conflict transformations. Violent
behavior dominates in some sources of learning
whereas the message and practice of nonviolence
may be more prevalent in others - it may seem as
though some sources specialize in violence and
others in nonviolence.

-Magnus Haavelsrud, Distinguished Fellow, South African Research
Chair in Development Education, University of South Africa; Professor
emeritus Sociology of Education/Curriculum and Instruction,
Norwegian University of Science and Technology

The International Day of Non-Violence

United Nations General Assembly resolution A/
RES/61/271 of 15 June 2007 in its commemoration
marked 2 October, the birthday of Mahatma Gandhi
as ‘The International Day of Non-Violence’.
According to the commemoration, the International
Day is an occasion to “disseminate the message of
non-violence, including through education and public
awareness”. The resolution reaffirms “the universal
relevance of the principle of non-violence” and
the desire “to secure a culture of peace, tolerance,
understanding and non-violence”.
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Beginning The Nonviolence Practice
Nonviolence as a principle makes a great deal of
sense to me personally. Although as an educator
myself, it is often challenging to offer students
nonviolence education, a type of learning experience
that is truly transformative without imposing some
form of established views, institutional values, or
accepted believes. There is always an element that we
as an educator impose upon the educated. Systems of
thought, paradigms which are often intellectual rather
than practical is what majority of the education
system in humanities preach to our students. Hence
as rightly put it “education indoctrinates.” I think an
indoctrination is an imposition and any imposition is
doing a violence against the educated.
Therefore, I am of a view that true nonviolence
practice has to come from self-initiative, selfreflection and a willingness to engage deeper
observation of one’s body and mind experiencing
how the two interact under violent and nonviolent
emotional and affective circumstances. Nonviolence
education has to begin from self-knowledge, self-

observation, and self-awareness which provide
experiential and direct understanding of destructive
nature of violence within themselves and the serene,
calming and peaceful effect of nonviolence.
Only self-discovery would challenges ourselves our
basic and deeper intuitive presuppositions which
are often, as Gandhi has it, build upon inherently
violent and destructive affective states such as
greed, hate and delusion. Unless we individually
question the assumptions build upon these violent
states, nonviolent transformation of ourselves of
these destructive deeper states within ourselves
would not begin to unfold. Without this deeper selftransformation there does not seem much hope to
cultivate nonviolence in our lives. An angry person,
unless he realises his weakness
and acknowledges his anger
problem, and is willing to
transform and transcend anger,
there is little if anything at all
education system can offer
to that person to
become a complete
nonviolent. Any
education system that imposes from
without any particular view – even a view
of nonviolence – would rather strengthen
and embolden his reactive violent
tendencies.
-Dr Sonam Thakchoe, Senior Lecturer, Asian
Philosophy, University of Tasmania, Hobart
is a former student of the Central Institute of
Higher Tibetan Studies (CIHTS), Sarnath,
Varanasi, India. After nine-intensive years of
training in the History of Indo-Tibetan Buddhist
Philosophy, he was awarded Shastri and Acharya
Degrees. He is currently lecturing in the areas
Buddhist Philosophy (Mahayana, Theravada,
Zen), Chinese Philosophy (Confucianism and
Taoism) and Indian (Orthodox and Heterodox
Schools), Ethics and Philosophy of Nonviolence
(Buddha, Gandhi, Martin Luther King).
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What Can Students Do to end violence?
have enough food, shelter, and
clothing to survive. It is difficult
for violence to thrive when all
have opportunities to make and
peacefully participate in decisions
affecting the key issues of their
lives. The roots of violence
wither away when people have
their basic needs met and when
everyone is given the same
opportunities to make meaningful
contributions with their lives.

Students who want to end violence, create justice,
and teach peace must begin with themselves. While
no one is perfect, a first step may require the decision

Violence cannot survive in an
environment in which all have a
basic understanding of reading,
writing, and arithmetic, and a
sense of their inherent ability
to be positive agents for nonviolent change. Violence cannot survive in a school
or community where people are educated about
the alternatives to violence through the power of
art, theatre, spoken word, and other forms of selfexpression.
So what can students do to reduce violence in their
schools and communities?
Students can:

to live and speak differently. Reflection upon one’s
speech and actions can be thought provoking and
lead to personal change. Spreading the message of
peace and hope is a second step here. Helping others
resolve their conflicts is another possibility. And
engaging in non-violent social change is always a
worthy cause.
Students who want to end violence, create justice,
and teach peace can work to diminish the social,
economic, and political factors that devalue human
and family life. For example, it is difficult for
violence to thrive when people and communities

•

create peace-based service projects in their schools and
communities.

•

do suggested Peace-based Service Projects:

•

teach Peace: Peer Education Projects

•

do Fast Relay and take Non-Violence Pledge

•

take Action.
“Everyone can be great because everyone can serve.” Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.
“We must be the change we wish to see in the world.”
Mahatma Gandhi

Source/Reference: http://www.chavezfoundation.org/uploads/3._Non_
Violence_Unit.pdf
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Orthodox Nonviolence
What people usually think of as nonviolence is
in fact just one of several types of nonviolence
(we will look at other types in later chapters).
Orthodox, (or Gandhian) nonviolence is a
principled, revolutionary form. It emphasises
holistic rather than dualistic ways, and therefore
regards the means used for a cause to be as
important as the ends, arguing that violent means
dehumanise activists and set up an unresolvable
discord of inconsistency between objectives and
methods.
Although it sometimes has reformist aims, such
as preserving wetlands through pressuring a
government to act, it is generally regarded as
‘revolutionary’, in the sense that it aims to address
root causes of societal problems, a primary one of
which is ecological violence. Grassroots activism
is preferred to parliamentary engagement, with
sustainable change seen as occurring largely from
below through community action and education
rather than through seizing power and reforming from above.
Through persuasion rather than coercion, activists seek to ‘convert’ opponents and third parties to their point
of view. The ‘critical mass’ of public opinion and action that is built up in this way will supposedly translate
into better governmental and corporate policies and practices, and minimise backlashes against them. Clear and
respectful communication is important, with common ground sought.
Remaining nonviolent even under provocation is vital, requiring discipline and training. To show their
commitment to nonviolence and the cause, activists should be prepared to suffer rather than retaliate. Thus
orthodox nonviolence is ‘principled’ rather than merely ‘pragmatic’; it is adhered to even if proving difficult or
seeming ineffective.
Inclusive, Open and Egalitarian
Orthodox theorists such as Martin Luther King have argued that a movement needs to be a mass one to be
successful.1 Inclusiveness serves the purpose of creating mass movements, because it opens groups to anyone
wanting to join. This can be contrasted with sabotage groups, which, like militaristic or corporate systems, tend
to be exclusionist and secretive.
Orthodox nonviolence rejects militant direct action as counterproductive and believes that secretive actions
only perpetuate malignant global structures: ‘secrecy is rooted in fear and contributes to it, whereas nonviolent
struggle is essentially about learning to overcome fear’.2
Although actions within brutal regimes may sometimes require secrecy, Havel believed that ‘ultimately — if one
was to “live within the truth” ... one had to act openly’.3
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Orthodox activists establish police protocols to ensure open and truthful communication. They fully consult with
police before any large group actions, (though officially-unsanctioned actions such as graffiti may also happen).
Their rationale is that if police know what actions are planned they are less likely to be fearful and thus violent,
and it also becomes easier to talk to them, convert them or enlist their support.
These conversions swing the balance of power toward the activists, and help the movement to grow. Such
activists would inform police of their intentions to hold a mass demonstration the next day, and tell them
approximately how many intend to be arrested for ‘civil disobedience’ (as a personal statement or last-ditch
attempt to publicise the issue).
If trying to blockade a road, the activists would merely sit down in it. If asked to leave by police they may refuse,
and be arrested. Protest organisers sometimes recommend that arrestees should walk off with the police, rather
than going limp and having to be dragged away, as this might antagonise police, lead to charges of resisting arrest
(which are more serious than ones like trespass), and create an unfavourable impression on people hearing of the
charges.
Orthodox nonviolence tries to avoid the hierarchical and coercive nature of patriarchal systems such as militaries.
It advocates radically democratic ‘consensus’ decision-making. This process arises from the belief that voting is
undemocratic, as up to forty-nine per cent of a group may disagree with a decision, be unwilling to implement it,
and may even undermine it. Consensus calls for the whole group to come to a negotiated agreement.
Building on Gandhi’s concept of Satyagraha or ‘truth-force’, consensus is based on the realisation that no one
person or group owns all the truth; rather, a shared truth is worked towards together. Nonhierarchical structures comprised of informal networks of small groups, popularly known
as ‘affinity groups’, further decentralise power and create strong bonds and synergies.
Orthodox nonviolence generally opposes the destruction of property, whether it be fences
at a military establishment or bulldozers used for logging, out of respect for private or
public ownership of property, and for strategic reasons.
Although an extreme act, sabotage is said not to be revolutionary as it makes no attempt
to address the paradigms underlying particular practices. Burrowes argues that the move to embrace sabotage in
South Africa’s struggle against apartheid was ‘disastrous’ and ‘a total failure’, and concludes that ‘sabotage has no
part in a disciplined nonviolent defence’.4
The notion that orthodox nonviolence is revolutionary clashes with another misconception—that nonviolence is
a soft option, cop-out or pressure valve that prevents real political change.
-Dr Marty Branagan is Lecturer in Peace Studies at the University of New England, Australia. He coordinates the Master of
Environmental Advocacy degree and annual Nonviolence Film Festival at the UNE, and is a well-known activist in nonviolent
protests. He exhibits art regularly, and is active in music, community radio, permaculture and football.
Source/Reference: Dr Marty Branagan, Global Warming Militarism and Nonviolence: The
Art of Active Resistance, Palgrave Macmillan, 2013, pg 52-54.
1. Turner, loc. cit.
2. Karl-Erik Sveiby and Tex Skuthorpe (2006) Treading Lightly: The Hidden Wisdom of the World’s Oldest People (Crows Nest: Allen and
Unwin) pp. 54-6.
3. Sveiby and Skuthorpe, op. cit.
4. Dennis Foley (2001) Repossession of Our Spirit: Traditional Owners of Northern Sydney (Canberra: Aboriginal History Inc.).
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Global Campaign for Peace Education
Cambodia
The Peace and Disarmament Education Project
Mission to Cambodia includes participants from the
UN Department for Disarmament Affairs (DDA)
and Hague Appeal for Peace (HAP). Kampong
Chhnang and Kampong Thom, the two Provinces
where the HAP/DDA Project was implemented,
the mission to Cambodia involved ten intense days
of collaboration, creation, and learning. Orientation
workshops for NGOs, the Education Ministry
and Provincial Education Departments informed
the education community about the peace and
disarmament education curriculum plans. School
principals, teachers and trainers gathered ideas and
experiences to develop the curriculum and offered
feedback after testing it. This HAP/DDA project
marks a remarkable participatory process of multiple
players and perspectives to improve education and
community life in Cambodia.
According to UNESCO statistics, in the last three
years Cambodia has increased its education budget
from 9% to 17% and decreased its military spending
from 45% to 25%. Since 1999, 115,000 weapons
have been collected and 150,000 of 240,000 weapons
have been registered and stored. Weapons collection
programs have been improving however; the
collection of automatic weapons remains an issue.
Additionally, while gun violence has decreased, other
forms of violence persist.
The HAP/DDA project directly facilitates nonviolence through the introduction of peace
education at the primary level into social studies,
and in secondary schools through the morality and
civic education curriculum. A non-formal conflict
resolution and literacy program in Khmer Rouge
communities has been launched with great success.
The Cambodian Peace and Disarmament Project
implements and monitors its initiatives through
formal teacher training, partnership building, and
community involvement. For example, the Peace
of Art Project Cambodia (PAPC) being initiated
at the Royal University of Fine Arts is a weaponsinto-sculpture project providing students with
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technical and artistic skills as well as opportunities
to raise awareness of the need for non-violence
in society. Along with transforming guns into art,
they will organize publicity and exhibitions around
the country. A peace library has been established
in the local school where students are required to
spend one hour per week as part of their school
program and aims to involve the community in its
ongoing development. Finally, HAP/DDA partners
trained Cambodian teachers in a creative peace
lesson focusing on violent versus non-violent body
language. Some participants posed in violent scenes
and then other participants were asked to transform
these scenes into peaceful expressions.
As a result of the previous visit from the DDA/HAP
team which included individual visits with various
small arms reduction efforts, Working Group for
Weapons Reduction (WGWR) convened a regular
monthly meeting of all parties for networking,
information sharing and possible shared initiatives.
Meeting with representatives from the (EUASAC)
European Union Assistance on Small Arms in
Cambodia (Marc Vanhemelryck and Neil Wilford),
(JSAC) Japan Assistance on Small Arms in Cambodia
(Gemma Kentaro, Kudo Shnichi, Yukino Narumi),
and WGWR (Sinthay Neb and Marcos Smith) who
now come together weekly to support and share
information with each other.
Overall, the mission observed the value of ongoing
teacher training coupled with the development and
use of educational resources such as the peace and
disarmament curriculum. Effective teacher training
and consequently, effective student learning is a
shared responsibility of administration, teachers
and the community. Changing minds about the use
of weapons is a long-term goal, yet the mission
observes the growth of seeds that have been planted:
In a visit to the local secondary school library that
houses the Peace “Room” (an area with materials
relating to weapons and peace education), the most
provocative moment was a question from a male
student to Working Group for Weapons Reduction
(WGWR). “Why isn’t your group called the working
group to eliminate weapons rather than only reduce

weapons?”

to-date displays.

The Peace Education team at WGWR is undeterred
in their passion and commitment to the children
and teachers of Cambodia. They are resilient,
their morale is high and the partnership displays
a remarkable capacity for living in the midst of
immeasurable human suffering in the spirit of peace,
non-violence and joy.

United States

Colombia
School of Peace Foundation in Colombia having
made great strides for peace established:
• Young Net, a group whose objective is
to engage young leaders, university students and
professionals in the process of promoting a peace
culture. Involved in these activities are teenagers,
community leaders, university students and natives
from various communities of Cauca, Colombia, as
well as younger students, teachers and parents.
• Teachers for Peace Net, a program created
to support teachers in the promotion of peace and
its daily application, maintains an important link with
the International Association of Teachers for Peace
in various countries such as Argentina, Uruguay,
Mexico, and Brazil.
• Schools Net, comprised of more than
30 institutions working permanently for peace
individually or in conjunction with School of
Peace Foundation, through their efforts organises
workshops for peace.
Japan
The Peace Boat Global University (in affiliation with
Hague Appeal for Peace) and Seisen University’s
Department of Studies on Global Citizenship
(Tokyo, Japan) in a partnership promote peace
studies and activities. The two groups make efforts to
expand Peace Boat activities and curriculum through
an active exchange of academic materials and active
participation of students and faculty.
Pakistan
The Human Rights Education programme, which
includes peace education, is being implemented in
500 schools in Karachi. A children’s museum for
peace and human rights is also being established,
which will include many interactive activities and up-

The Hague Appeal for Peace is involved in a
number of peace initiatives including contacting
with Ministries of Education, Working Group on
Women, Peace and Security and network of peace
educators. The initiatives include contacting Ministers
of Education to share information and also inquire
about current peace education-related initiatives
within their countries. There is the growing interest
and activism in peace education taking place across
the globe.
Hague Appeal for Peace Global Campaign for
Peace Education (GCPE)
Founded in 1999, the Hague Appeal for Peace
Global Campaign for Peace Education (GCPE), is
an international organized network which promotes
peace education among schools, families and
communities to transform the culture of violence
into a culture of peace. Over 140 organizations
worldwide have endorsed the GCPE.
Peace education is a holistic, participatory process
that includes teaching for and about human rights,
nonviolent responses to conflict, social and economic
justice, gender equity, environmental sustainability,
disarmament, and human security. The methodology
of peace education encourages reflection, critical
thinking, cooperation, and responsible action. It
promotes multiculturalism, and is based on values
of dignity, equality and respect. Peace education
is intended to prepare students for democratic
participation in schools and society.
The Global Campaign for Peace Education has two
goals:
- To see peace education integrated into all
curricula, community and family education
worldwide to become a part of life
- To promote the education of all teachers to
teach for peace.
Source/Reference: http://www.haguepeace.org/files/2004-01.pdf
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Pope Francis and the Nonviolent Shift
It’s synchronistic that, the same week Pope
Francis brought his message of peace,
people and the planet to the United States,
thousands of activists were dramatizing many
of these same themes by taking to the streets
in hundreds of cities for a culture of peace
and nonviolence.
It was a coincidence that Campaign
Nonviolence’s second annual week of
nonviolent actions took place during the
pope’s visit. But the fact that both happened
at the same time underscores the importance
of two critical elements of nonviolent
change: vision and action. Tackling the monumental
catastrophes facing our suffering world will take
a clear-sighted prophetic stance — especially one
delivered with the compassionate and down-to-earth
exuberance of the current pontiff — but it will also

coast, CNV this week mobilized
again in all 50 states and nine
countries, from Pakistan to
Portugal. Its strategic, multigenerational job description is
to foster a culture that works
for all of us by mainstreaming
active nonviolence, by
connecting the dots between
issues and between movements,
and by taking action for a
nonviolent shift.
Hence this week’s 363 — and
counting — CNV marches, rallies, demonstrations,
interfaith services and vigils held since last Sunday
and running through this weekend.

require a growing movement to generate the people
power sufficient to translate even the most pointed
declarations into gritty change.

A raft of cities organized multiple events, including
Memphis, Tennessee, Raleigh, North Carolina,
Boise, Idaho, San Francisco, and Little Rock,
Arkansas. The latter hosted a peace vigil, an
Equality Summit for LGBTQ rights, a panel
on peace in the Middle East, a food drive for
the poor of Arkansas, and a public dialogue
on the pope’s encyclical on the environment.
Elsewhere activists mobilized at drone bases
north of Las Vegas and Horsham, Pennsylvania.
Wilmington, Delaware saw a march against
gun violence, while a rally was held at Calumet
Refinery in Great Falls, Montana opposing
tar sands extraction. With an eye on a longterm strategy for change, the city of Ashland,
Oregon launched the Ashland Culture of Peace
Commission. From Anchorage to Tampa Bay,
from Kabul to Guam, and in hundreds of other
places, Campaign Nonviolence went public for a
better world.

And that’s where Campaign Nonviolence —
and many other initiatives for monumental
transformation — comes in. Campaign Nonviolence,
or CNV, is a long-term movement taking action for a
world free from war, poverty, racism, environmental
destruction and, for good measure, the epidemic of
violence. Launched a year ago with events coast to

The day before the pope’s meeting with President
Obama on Wednesday, the National Campaign for
Nonviolent Resistance staged a CNV action at Rep.
Paul Ryan’s Congressional office on Capitol Hill,
followed by a rally and civil disobedience action at
the White House, where 16 advocates for change
were arrested.
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“As Pope Francis visits the United States this week,
and challenges us to end poverty, war, executions,
racism, nuclear weapons and environmental
destruction, many of us are taking to the streets
with the same message,” said Rev. John Dear,
who spoke at the gates of the White House on
Tuesday, emphasizing the importance of CNV’s
wave of actions at the moment of the papal visit.
“The message is simple: We want a new culture of
nonviolence. We want to live in peace with justice for
one another. We want to take care of the earth, stop
killing others, and start rebuilding the world so that
everyone has food, housing, healthcare, education,
employment and dignity.”
As Rev. Dear stressed, this growing movement
echoes the relentless preoccupation of Pope
Francis: an end to poverty, the abolition of war,
and a dramatic new and healing relationship with
the earth. Nowhere is this more evident than in
his ground-breaking encyclical “Laudato Si’ — On
Care for Our Common Home,” which illuminates
the interrelationship between climate change,
our economic order, and the impact on people
everywhere, especially the most marginalized.
“I will point to the intimate relationship between
the poor and the fragility of the planet, the
conviction that everything is connected, the critique
of new paradigms and forms of power derived
from technology, the call to seek other ways of
understanding the economy and progress, the value
proper to each creature,” he writes in the encyclical’s
opening chapter.
As organizer Mary Ellen Quinn has clearly
illuminated in a trenchant analysis of this groundbreaking papal document, Pope Francis, like CNV, is
connecting the dots between war, poverty, the climate
crisis and all violence — a point underscored by a
new published report that the pope is planning to call
for a ban on the possession of nuclear weapons. Also
like CNV, Pope Francis not only is calling out the
problem, he is pointing to the solution: the need for a
new culture of peace.
For the pope, this means a clear stand against
violence, rooted in a recovery of the nonviolence
of his own religious tradition, as he indicated in a
statement at St. Peter’s in August 2013: “The true

strength of the Christian is the power of truth and
love, which leads to the renunciation of all violence.
Faith and violence are incompatible.” This is a
remarkable statement, coming from the leader of
an institution that, for 1,500 years, has often given
a pass to violence in the world — codified in Just
War theology — and in the church itself. He is
spelling out that, for those standing in that tradition,
faith cannot justify violence, legitimate violence, or
give power to violence. This simple declaration has
far-reaching implications, as the pope reclaims the
originating vision and practice of his tradition, which
is rooted in the power of an inclusive, transformative
love, including the love of self, love of neighbor, and,
most revolutionary of all, love of enemies.
If a culture of comprehensive peace is the goal, then
nonviolence — active and creative love in action
— is the method. What if, therefore, this already
audacious pope were to even more audaciously
mainstream nonviolence? What if he were to
even more explicitly spread the centrality of active
nonviolence throughout the church and the world?
What if this papacy were to strenuously highlight the
power of nonviolence as a force for good and as a
key to the survival and flourishing of the planet?
What if Pope Francis were to write a new encyclical
on nonviolence directed to the church — which
would be invited to confess and transform its own
violence — but also addressed to the world, in
the way “Laudato Si’” was? It would likely have a
dramatic, tumultuous and potentially transformative
impact.
CNV would welcome and applaud such a clarion
call. And, until then, CNV — and many other
movements, institutions, organizations and people
around the world — will continue making such a
call itself, and take small and large steps to foster an
emerging culture of peace and nonviolence, piece by
piece and action by action.
-Ken Butigan is director of Pace e Bene, a nonprofit organization fostering
nonviolent change through education, community and action. He also
teaches peace studies at DePaul University and Loyola University in
Chicago.
Source/Reference: https://www.opendemocracy.net/transformation/kenbutigan/pope-francis-and-nonviolent-shift
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Africa Needs Gandhi

General Notions of Nonviolence
use of force to cause harm or
destruction.
Psychological violence is the causing
of severe mental or emotional
harm, as through humiliation,
deprivation or brainwashing
whether using force or not”.
Physical violence may be directed
against persons, animals or property
thereby causing harm, pain and
suffering. Psychological violence
applies mostly to persons. It may
be understood as the violation of
beings worthy of respect.
Nonviolence is an existing theory and a practice,
which has affected the lives of many people in recent
times. In a world assailed by violence, injustice, wars
and hatred, hopelessness and lack of vision, the
greatest and best thing to do is to make a choice in
life. An author holds that with choice, “the doubt
of personality is dispelled, and the creative self
emerges... in it, there is infinite interest in one’s own
existence... a form of Socratic goodness, integrity and
self-knowledge”.
In other words, in the face of a chaotic world,
there is need to choose to adopt a value oriented
system- a system of nonviolence. Before delving into
discussing nonviolence, we shall first briefly discuss
violence.
What is Violence/Nonviolence?
Violence
Violence is defined as the exertion of any physical
force so as to injure or abuse (as in warfare), or
in effecting an entrance into a house. Violence is
also defined as “injury in the form of revoking,
repudiation, distortion, infringement or irreverence
to a thing, notion or quality fitly valued or observed”.
The Cambridge Dictionary of Philosophy
distinguishes two forms of violence: Physical and
Psychological violence. “Physical violence is the
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Violence is criminal, especially when
intended. It is an act of injustice.
It sows seeds of injustice among people. Violence
generates violence. It can never be the best solution
to the social, political, cultural, religious crises we may
encounter. Violence is a means to an end.
For example, the institution of apartheid in South
Africa for decades was a form of violence, which
generated hatred, injuries, evils, etc. Ipso facto, we
generally condemn all forms of violence as immoral,
illicit and inadmissible. For Socrates, violence is
not the best way to solve problems, even if one is
wronged. Violence is a sin against one’s parents and a
far greater sin against one’s own country.
Faced with the violence around the world today, the
best alternative is not to repay violence with violence,
or go back to the Hobesian “Homo Homini Lupus”.
In recent times, there has been a dramatic increase in
people who have pursued nonviolence as a way of
life. They organize symposia, conferences and even
write books to help people abandon violence.
Nonviolence
Nonviolence is an umbrella term for describing a
range of methods for dealing with conflict, which
share the common principle, that physical violence,
at least against other people is not used. We shall
distinguish nonviolence from the following.

1. Peace action, aimed at the abolition of
war as an institution and the avoidance
or termination of specific wars. Peace
movements are primarily reactive to
specific threats and disappear at war’s
end; though some like WAR RESISTERS
INTERNATIONAL have survived since the
First World War.
2. Social change activism. Not everyone who
professes nonviolence is interested in radical
social transformation.
3. One of the so-called New Social Movements
(NSMs). The wave of transformative
collective action in post war Europe and the
US. That has addressed new grievances with
new sources.
According to Robert Holmes, Nonviolence is
“the renunciation of violence in personal social or
international affairs. It often includes a commitment
(called active nonviolence on nonviolent direct
action) actively opposed to violence (and usually evil
or injustice as well), by nonviolent means.”
Nonviolence apart from being a method is also a
pragmatic ideology of bringing about change in
the political, religious and personal sphere of life
without the usage of violence. It is the ideal or
practice of refraining from violence on grounds of
principle. Nonviolence is also defined as a “doctrine
of rejecting violence in favour of peaceful tactics as a
means of gaining political or social objectives”
According to Gene Sharp, who is the acclaimed
best known writer on nonviolent action, there are
different types of nonviolence “Nonresistance,
Active reconciliation, Moral resistance, Selective
Nonviolence, Passive Resistance, Peaceful Resistance,
Nonviolent Direction, Gandhian Nonviolence
(Satyagraha), Nonviolent Revolution.”
Some Terms Associated With Nonviolence
There are several terms, which have been used
interchangeably with nonviolence. The term
nonviolence “did not come into use until the
twentieth century... There has been considerable
growth in the methods that we now call nonviolent”

Nonviolence has been around the world through
the centuries though coloured by certain terms, like
Pacifism and Civil Disobedience.
Pacifism
It is defined as “opposition to the practice of war.” It
is also “the doctrine that all violence is injustifyable.”
Pacifism opposes not only war between nations but
also violent revolution and coercive violence.
In the modern era, pacifism has more often been
associated with groups working for political ends and
dedicated to nonviolent methods of achieving them.
It remains a belief that all wars and all forms of
violence are wrong. Pacifism therefore holds that war
could be, and should be abolished.
There is a central belief at the core of pacifism- a
respect for a consequent repugnance towards killing
and the evitability of violence. Dovishness or
Dovism is an informal term used to describe people
to the nonpredatory nature of the dove. It is a form
for pacifism. The opposite position is hawkishness or
militarism.
Civil Disobedience
This is the refusal to obey unjust laws or decrees.
The refusal takes the form of passive resistance. For
Civil Disobedience to be valid, it must be nonviolent.
John Rawls defines Civil Disobedience as “A public,
nonviolent, conscientious, yet political act contrary
to law usually done with the aim of bringing about a
change in the law with policies of government.”
People practicing Civil Disobedience break a law
because they consider the law unjust and want to call
attention to its injustices, hoping to bring about its
repeal or amendment. The people are also willing
to accept any penalty such as imprisonment for
breaking the law. It means the refusal to obey laws
using nonviolent means to force concessions from
government. It is mostly taken by large number of
people against government principles.
Civil Disobedience has brought about important
changes in Law and government policies and those
who undertake this disobedience do not break the
law simply for personal gain.
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They work with the conviction
that “the society governs with
laws and decrees promulgated
by the ruling government. Some
of these laws may disregard
the rights of individuals who
may feel aggrieved by such
obnoxious laws” Individuals
who are so affected and
moved by conscience have the
common good in mind and
work with the dictum that “lex
injustas non est lex”- “An unjust
law is not law.”
Civil disobedience makes a
distinction between unjust laws, which only apply to
a portion of the population, and a just law, which
applies, to everyone. Thus Gandhi fought against
laws in South Africa that only applied to Indians and
Martin Luther King Jr. fought against racist laws that
only applied to blacks. Despite this affirmation, we
still affirm vehemently that a law can apply to all and
still be unjust.
Historical Development of the Philosophy of
Nonviolence
The activities of great figures like Mahatma
Gandhi and Martin Luther King Jr., who used
nonviolence, have stirred up the quest to trace the
history of nonviolence. It is not however easy to
have a comprehensive history of the Philosophy
of Nonviolence. This does not negate the fact that
nonviolence ideologies have been around the world
for a very long time.
Gene Sharp dates back nonviolence ideology to
c. 2050 BC when King Bilalama formulated the
Eshnunna law code. David McReynolds traces the
History of no violence to an expression of the
gospel or a variant of the stoic philosophy of Marcus
Aurelius. This history can be grouped thus;
Nonviolence in Ancient Oriental Philosophy
Ancient Oriental Philosophy (this phrase is no longer
widely used since there is a world of difference
between Chinese and Indian thought) has furnished
us with a good background of nonviolence.
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McReynolds attests that Buddhism is a “totally
nonviolent philosophy, which despite hardships and
persecution spread throughout Asia, finally subduing
the Mongols who had so savaged Europe and
China.”
Buddhism like other religions is supposed to be
a “totally nonviolent philosophy”, this does not
deny in any way some odds: Sri Lanka was in the
midst of a brutal civil war for over 30 years, and the
Sinhalese elites who are Buddhist waged a brutal
and violent war upon their equally brutal adversaries,
the Tamil Tigers (Hindus). In 700BC, Parshva
taught nonviolence in India. Confucius also taught
Humanistic Ethics.
Nonviolence in Ancient Western Philosophy
Among the ancient philosophers, Socrates
distinguished himself as a Nonviolence activist.
Scanning through Plato’s Dialogues, we read that
Socrates had the qualities of a nonviolence activist.
His Crito, Euthrypho, Apology, Phaedo, and other
Plato’s Dialogues trace Socrates’ concepts of Justice,
approaches to violence, attitude to the truth and Law.
These qualify Socrates as a nonviolence activist.
The Socratic way of accepting imprisonment and
death showed a great sign of Civil Disobedience.
Socrates refused to condone with the evil of the
Democratic regime in 406BC and the Oligarchy
regime in 404BC. Socrates felt it was necessary to
create a tension in the mind so that individuals could
rise from the bondage of Myths and half myths
to the unaffected realm of creative analysis and

objective appraisal.

disobedience and suffered imprisonment.

Scanning through the stoic philosophy of Marcus
Aurelius, some traces of nonviolence can be
deduced. The emperor when teaching compassion
for infirmity said in his Meditations.

His masterpieces “Resistance to Civil Government”
and “Essay on civil Disobedience” remained a
sine qua non to any nonviolent activist. . Gandhi
read it later, after forming his own model of Civil
Disobedience.

When anyone does you a wrong, set yourself at once
to consider what was the point of view, good or bad,
that led him wrong. As soon as you perceive it, you
will be sorry for him, not surprised or angry. For
your own view of good is either the same as his or
something like in kind, and you will make allowance.
Or supposing your own view of good and bad has
altered, you will find charity for his mistake comes
easier.
This attitude of Aurelius presents a basic principle of
nonviolence which Gandhi will later expand. That of
seeing the good in the other person and treating the
person with love.
Early Christian/ Medieval Views
Nonviolence and pacifist elements can be found
among early Christians. The Christian gospel with
such exhortations as “love thine enemies” and
“Blessed are the peacemakers, they shall be called
children of God” and other preaching portray
nonviolence. Christians, using these, failed to fight
during the persecutions of Diocletian- showing
a nonviolent spirit. In the medieval era, `the
Anabaptists’ formed a nonviolent church and a
nonviolent Hutterite.
Nonviolence in the 17th, 18th and 19th Century
Within this period, there began a more noticeable
institutionalization of nonviolence in the form of
religious organizations that survived to the present
day. The Quakers in the 17th century fought a
painful campaign against English law, forbidding
dissenters to meet publicly. Many of them died in the
pestilential prisons. They provide one of the early
examples of a successful Nonviolence campaign.
Between 1760 and 1775, America faced the
nonviolent phase of her revolution. By 1815, peace
societies were founded. A prominent figure, David
Henry, Thoreau wrote classical works on Civil

Nonviolence in the 20th and 21st Century
These centuries record a climax in nonviolence. From
1893-1910, Tolstoy who influenced Gandhi a great
deal wrote extensive about love and nonviolence.
In 1894, Gandhi helped Indians in South Africa to
organize the Natal Indian Congress. From 19011917, Russia faced some traces of nonviolent
resistance. Gandhi also carried out many campaigns
to be explained in Chapter Two. By 1918, Bertrand
Russell was imprisoned for pacifist writing. Albert
Einstein also took active part in Nonviolence. He
was a great admirer of Gandhi and exchanged letters
with him. He advised people to refuse military
service. The period also witnessed the advent of A. J.
Muste and Martin Luther King Jr., great nonviolence
activists. Nonviolence movements grew around a
number of religious organizations like the Catholic
Worker, Pax Christi, etc.
Women also in this period played great roles. Ira
Chernus puts it thus; “Women have made huge
contributions to the history of nonviolence...
throughout most of the history... women were
actively organizing, supporting and encouraging
nonviolent movements and groups in all sorts of
ways” Prominent among the women were Dorothy
Day and Barbara Deming. Back here in Nigeria,
the Aba Women’s riot of October 1929 is a good
example of the role of women in nonviolence.
Ten thousand women rioted and the demonstrations
swept through the Owerri-Calabar districts. (The
term riot should not be understood in this case
to mean ‘violent’, they exhibited nonviolence
characteristics.) Mrs. Margaret Ekpo has
distinguished herself as the doyen of women
emancipation. She fought nonviolently for the rights
of women in Nigeria. We can also mention the
WOZA or Women of Zimbabwe Arise. It is a civic
movement in Zimbabwe which was formed in 2002
by Jenni Williams. Here are the objectives of the
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group:
•

Provide women, from all walks of life,
with a united voice to speak out on issues
affecting their day-to-day lives.

•

Empower female leadership that will lead
community involvement in pressing for
solutions to the current crisis.

•

Encourage women to stand up for their
rights and freedoms.

They also Lobby and advocate on those issues
affecting women and their families. WOZA is
supported by Amnesty International. This group
is a Ndebele word meaning ‘Come forward’.
They have so far received many awards. In 2008,
WOZA was awarded the Amnesty International
Menschenrechtspreis (human rights award) of 2008
by the German chapter of Amnesty International.
On November 23, 2009, prominent WOZA member
Magodonga Mahlangu and founder Jenni Williams
received the Robert F. Kennedy Human Rights
Award. The award was presented by US
president Barack
Obama. In many
countries around
the world, we now
hear of peaceful
demonstrations,
peaceful protest and
boycotts. These are all
forms of nonviolence
action. One of the
most recent accounts
of nonviolence can be
found at the protest
by some people in the
recent Iraqi-USA war.
The Basic Characteristics and Rules of
Nonviolence
Many definitions have been proffered to make
the philosophy of Nonviolence well understood.
The history has served to give highlights of
how nonviolence has been used consciously or
unconsciously. We shall now look at the basis of
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nonviolent action generally and examine the basic
rules of a nonviolent activist.
Nonviolent Action
Nonviolent action according to Gene Sharp is
A technique by which people who reject passivity
and submission, and who see struggle as
essential can wage their conflict without violence.
Nonviolent action is not an attempt to avoid or
ignore conflict. It is one response to the problem
of how to act effectively in politics especially how
to wield power effectively.
When Sharp talks of “Conflict without Violence”,
it should not be concluded that anything without
violence is nonviolence. It remains an undeniable fact
that the first basic characteristic of nonviolence is the
eradication of violence. This is because
In an age when threat to violence is as common
as the air we breathe, the prospect of an
alternative keeps receding into the archives of
by-gone history. In such an age,

opting for nonviolence
may be considered to be not only foolish and
scandalous, but untimely suicidal.
Again one must understand that nonviolence does
not just mean “no violence”. This is elaborately
described by Bob Irwin and Gordon Faison that:
Nonviolent action is not simply any method of
action which is not violent.
Broadly speaking, it means taking action that goes

beyond normal institutionalized, political methods
(voting, lobbying, letter writing, verbal expressions)
without injuring opponents. It requires a willingness
to take risks and bear suffering without retaliation.
In accepting suffering, we can reach the religious
stage of Kierkegaard, which has its focal point simply
in suffering. This helps us put an emphasis on active
love
There are generally three main acts of nonviolent
action.
1. Nonviolent protest and persuasion: This is a
class of methods, which are mainly symbolic acts
of peaceful opposition or of attempted persuasion,
extending beyond verbal expressions. These methods
include marches, vigils, pickets, the use of posters,
street theatre, painting, and protest meetings.
2. Noncooperation: This is the most common
form of nonviolent action and involves deliberate
withdrawal of cooperation with the person, activity,
institution or regime with which the activists have
become engaged in conflict.
Political noncooperation includes acts of civil
disobedience,- the deliberate, open and peaceful
violation of particular laws, decrees, regulations and
the like, which are believed to be illegitimate for some
reasons. Those who undertake this are faced with this
question; must the law be obeyed? These feel that
law portrays a great deal of normative personalism,
in other words, if a law is unjust, it should not be
obeyed. Noncooperation is an effective, noble and
valuable means to bring change. Ravindra Kumar
insists that this has been used by great men to end
atrocities, inhumanities and injustices.
It has been used to fight against wrongdoers, tyrants,
oppressors, exploiters and unjust persons. One reads
the following line from Kumar: “some ancient times
great men, leaders of societies, philosophers and
reformers have taken the path of non-cooperation
to remove obstacles from the way of mutual
cooperation.
For them, it has been a method of strengthening
the process of cooperation”. These great men,
before proposing it to the world, tried it themselves

and discovered its strength in according justice and
freedom.
3. Nonviolent Intervention, which is the active
insertion and disruptive presence of people in the
usual processes of social institutions. It includes
sit-ins, occupations, and obstructions of business
as usual, in offices, the streets and elsewhere. This
method poses a direct and immediate challenge than
the others.
There are many other characteristics of nonviolent
action outlined by Gene Sharp, but these ones
outlined satisfy our needs.
Rules Guiding a Nonviolent Person
There are some basic rules, which a person must
possess to carry out a successful nonviolence
campaign. These are;
1. The person using nonviolence will seek to be
absolutely open, honest ad truthful.
2. The person using nonviolence will seek
to overcome fear so as to act not out of
weakness but from strength.
3. The person using nonviolence will never
defame the character of the opponent, but
always seek to find what the Quakers call
“That of God” in those whom we struggle.
4. We shall do our best to love those with whom
we are in conflict.
Many feel that ‘noninvolvement’ is a basic
characteristic of nonviolence. Contrary to this,
‘noninvolvement’ means living in the aesthetic level
of existence where one is strictly an observer- a non
participant and the whole life is one of the cynical
noninvolvement. He who possesses nonviolence has
made a choice of life. This is eminent in Mahatma
Gandhi’s Philosophy of nonviolence. Reference
available on request.
Source/Reference: Africa Needs Gandhi: The Relevance of
Gandhi’s Doctrine of Nonviolence, www.mkgandhi.org
http://www.mkgandhi.org/africaneedsgandhi/general_notions_of_
nonviolence.htm
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The Failure of Violence: the Possibilities of Active Nonviolence

Campaign Nonviolence

Campaign Nonviolence: A Grassroots Movement with hundreds of actions in USA,
20-27 September 2015. Speaking out against war, poverty and environmental
destruction, Upholding a popular vision of peace and nonviolence for all.

“The world is a mess, a world of total violence—
with over 30 wars, a billion people starving, 3 billion
people living in extreme poverty, 20,000 nuclear
weapons still on alert, corporate greed decimating
the world’s poor, and catastrophic climate change
threatening us all. This world of permanent war,
greed and destruction has become normal, routine,
and legal. Violence is everywhere, everyone sees the
failure of violence, and yet many say there’s nothing
that can be done about it.
But many more still are fed up with the world’s
violence, and with the violence across the U.S. and
are turning to the vision of Martin Luther King, Jr.,
the vision of peace and nonviolence, which is at the
heart of all the world’s religions. They want everyone
to start practicing and institutionalizing nonviolence
so that the suffering, killing, injustice and war making
will end, and we can embark on a new world of
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peace with justice.
Many people are beginning to realize the truth of Dr.
King’s teachings—that violence doesn’t work, that
nonviolence always works, that nonviolence is not
just an unrealistic ideal but a practical, realistic goal,
that we can organize and institutionalize nonviolence;
that we can unlearn the ways of violence and teach
everyone everywhere to become nonviolent and solve
international conflict non-violently. As we move
closer to the brink of global destruction through war,
poverty and catastrophic climate change, nonviolence
is becoming, in fact, the only sane, rational, intelligent
choice left.
War and weapons, corporate greed and
environmental destruction have failed to bring about
a world of peace. Creative nonviolence, as Gandhi
and King taught, works whenever it is tried. That’s
what the historical record now proves. If we spent

trillions of dollars, not on war and weapons, but on
the means of peace-nonviolent civilian based defense
systems, nonviolent international peace teams,
nonviolent intervention, diplomacy, dialogue, and
nonviolent responses to terrorism, and worked to
feed everyone, meet real human needs and clean up
the earth—people everywhere could one day live in
peace.
If we stopped our own terrorist attacks—such as our
drone raids on impoverished villages—and stopped
threatening the world with our nuclear weapons, we
could use those resources to fund global food and
clean water distribution, free universal healthcare, low
income housing and schools, and not only win the
world over and end terrorism, but abolish war and
poverty. We would make our world safer for children,
and start us down a new path toward universal love
and economic justice.

one day the world’s children might live in peace with
justice.

All around the world, people are on the move,
activating nonviolent change. They are waking up,
meeting, organizing, demonstrating, speaking out

War and weapons, corporate greed
and environmental destruction
have failed to bring about a world
of peace. Creative nonviolence, as
Gandhi and King taught, works
whenever it is tried.

“Humanity must put an end to war
or war will put an end to humanity,”
Dr. King preached at the National
Cathedral a few days before the
U.S. government killed him. “It
is no longer a choice, my friends,
between violence and nonviolence,”
he said. “It is either nonviolence or
nonexistence, and the alternative to
disarmament, the alternative to a
greater suspension of nuclear tests,
the alternative to strengthening the
United Nations and thereby disarming the whole
world, may well be an inferno that even the mind of
Dante could not imagine.”

“Humanity has to get out of violence only by
nonviolence,” Mahatma Gandhi wrote. “Hatred
can be overcome only by love. Counter-hatred only
increases the surface as well as the depth of hatred.
We have to make truth and nonviolence not matters
for mere individual practice but for practice by
groups and communities and nations. That at any
rate is my dream.”
Thousands of people around the nation and the
world pursue the dream and vision of nonviolence.
They are seeking to practicing nonviolence in their
daily lives, to renounce violent behavior, and organize
global grassroots movement of nonviolence so that

and challenging the culture of violence and injustice,
armed only with the power of nonviolence. And they
are making a positive, and lasting, difference.
In the midst of the twentieth century’s worst horrors,
the best organized movements of nonviolence in
history unfolded—starting with Gandhi’s nonviolent
independence campaign against British imperialism,
and Dr. King’s nonviolent Civil Rights movement
against racist American segregation. What we forget
is that these movements led to thousands of other
nonviolent movements that are still unfolding today.
The anti-Vietnam movement, the women’s
movement, the environmental movement, the
gay and lesbian movement, the anti-death penalty
movement, the anti-nuclear movement, and countless
others owe a profound debt to the vision and
strategic action of Gandhi and King.
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Within decades, the Marcos dictatorship was brought
down; the Soviet Union collapsed; apartheid was
abolished; Nelson Mandela became president
of South Africa; Liberian women non-violently

overthrew the deadly dictatorship of Charles Taylor;
the Occupy movement fought Wall Street greed; the
Arab Spring began to wake up those living under
Middle Eastern dictatorship; and millions marched
against poverty in Brazil. And these are only the
most well-known examples. Over 900 other cases are
documented and analyzed on the Global Nonviolent
Action Database.
On February 12, 2003, some twelve miIlion people
marched in over 620 cities on every continent in
protest of a war that hadn’t even begun yet. It was
the single greatest day of protest in the history of
the world. This alone was an incredible historical
breakthrough that still promises to bear good fruit
for humanity. The U.S. attack on Iraq was not
prevented, but the peace movement continued to
grow and eventually created the political conditions
to bring the war to an end. As the New York Times
said in an editorial the next day after the global
mobilization, the world now has two superpowers-the United States and the global grassroots peace
movement.
When we use our political power for positive change,
we discover we are stronger than we once thought.
That’s what ordinary people are learning once again.
Change happens not from the top down, but from
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the bottom up, through grassroots movements of
peace and nonviolence. “We can change the world if
we do it non-violently,” Cesar Chavez once said. “If
we can just show people how they can organize nonviolently, we can’t
fail. Nonviolence has
never failed when it’s
been tried.”
In recent decades,
as Walter Wink
and others have
pointed out, some
two thirds of the
human race has been
personally involved
in local, national,
or international
struggles for justice
and peace. That’s
an astonishing fact,
one you won’t hear on the nightly news. People are
moving. They are getting involved to change the
unjust status quo. And they’re using the only weapon
available to them--the power of nonviolence. What’s
even more astonishing than the massive numbers
involved in this emerging global struggle is the
evidence that when active, organized nonviolence
is applied to entrenched violent establishments, it
works!
Unlike violence, organized nonviolent movements
often fly under the pro-war media radar. They’re
slow, and rarely televised. While violence makes
the evening news—with daily terrorist bombings,
drone attacks, corporate greed and military lies—
nonviolence remains hard to measure, hard to
quantify, and sometimes hard to see. Yet it builds
up and grows slowly until, suddenly, it appears
like a tidal wave out of nowhere—like the People
Power movement which swept the Filipino Marcos
dictatorship out in four days. Suddenly, peaceful
revolution occurs and the streets are filled with
celebration.
No one ever asks how it happened. Usually, it
was preceded by years, even decades, of quiet
movement building, organizing and nonviolence
training. Columbia University Press published
an extraordinary scholarly book that proves how

nonviolence works far better as a method for social
change than violence.
This breakthrough work demonstrates that Gandhi
was right all along, that the method of nonviolent
resistance as away to social change usually I ends to
a more lasting peace, while violence usually fails. It
challenges all of us to teach this methodology of
global change, and more, to join the struggle.
Why Civil Resistance Works: The Strategic Logic of Nonviolent Conflict by Erica Chenoweth and Maria J. Stephan
uses graphs, charts, sociological research and statistical analysis to show how over the last century
nonviolent movements were far better at mobilizing
supporters, resisting regime crackdowns, creating new
initiatives, defeating repressive regimes and establishing lasting democracies.
Their evidence points to the conclusion that nonviolent resistance works far better than armed resistance
in overturning oppressive and repressive regimes, and
in leading to more democratic societies.
This report should cause the whole world to take up
nonviolent conflict resolution and nonviolent resistance to injustice, instead of maintaining the tired,
obsolete methods of war and violence.
Why Civil Resistance Works is the first systematic study
of its kind, and takes us beyond the brilliant research
of Gene Sharp and other pioneering analysts of
nonviolent power to demonstrate once and for all
the power of nonviolent civil resistance for positive
social change.
One wishes the U.S. government (including the U.S.
State Department) would learn its lessons, renounce
its violence and start supporting nonviolent, people
power movements. But if the government refuses the
wisdom of nonviolence, we the people need not be
so naïve or ignorant. We need to do our homework,
and learn what’s worked in past struggles as we embark on even greater struggles.
For more than a century, from 1900 to 2006, campaigns of nonviolent resistance were “more than
twice as effective as their violent counterparts in
achieving their stated goals,” the authors conclude.
By attracting widespread popular support through

protests, boycotts, civil disobedience and other forms
of nonviolent noncooperation, these campaigns
broke repressive regimes and brought major new
changes for justice and peace.
Through their statistical analysis, they found that
nonviolent resistance presents “fewer obstacles to
moral and physical involvement and commitment,
and that higher levels of participation contribute to
enhanced resilience, greater opportunities for tactical innovation and civic disruption (and therefore
less incentive for a regime to maintain its status quo),
and shifts in loyalty among opponents’ supporters,
including members of the military establishment.”
Contrary to popular belief, “violent insurgency is
rarely justifiable on strategic grounds,” they write.
“Nonviolent resistance ushers in more durable and
internally peaceful democracies, which are less likely
to regress into civil war.”
Launching Campaign Nonviolence, September
2015
Since the Occupy movement, the Arab Spring, recent
domestic crises such as the Snowden revelations, the
ongoing warnings of catastrophic climate change,
and the every day evidence of severe weather patterns that have including Hurricane Katrina, Superstorm Sandy, fires, droughts, tornadoes and harsh
rains, ordinary Americans have been meeting and
planning ways to pursue the vision of peace and
creative nonviolence.
Last fall, during the week of September 21-27, 2014,
tens of thousands of Americans took to the streets
simultaneously in hundreds of local nonviolent actions in all fifty states to publicly oppose the epidemic of violence, and to call for a new culture of peace
and nonviolence free from war, poverty and ongoing
environmental destruction.
These actions helped launch Campaign Nonviolence’s long term movement to mainstream active
nonviolence, to connect the dots between peace, economic justice, and healing the earth, to strengthen the
movements for social change that war, poverty and
environmental destruction might decrease. For the
first time, local grassroots actions were held across
the nation to connect the various issues that chalOctober 2015 | Non-Violence News | 33

lenge us all, while upholding the Kingian vision of a
new culture of peace and nonviolence.

millions of immigrants; abolishing the death
penalty, fixing our broken criminal justice and
prison system, training offenders to be nonviolent; educating Americans and everyone in
the world in the methodologies of nonviolent
conflict resolution, so we can decrease racism, sexism, economic classism and violence
and help each other live together; and in
particular, guide corporations and extremely
wealthy people to use their resources for the
services of others, the nation and the world;

Campaign Nonviolence calls upon the people of the
United States to organize, march and work for the
abolition of war, poverty and environmental destruction, and the coming of a new culture of peace and
nonviolence once again September 20-27, 2015.
We pursue the Gandhian/Kingian vision of Nonviolence, that we might practice nonviolence individually, communally, nationally, and globally and welcome
a new world without war, poverty, nuclear weapons,
environment destruction and violence. We seek to
change the direction of the nation toward a more
nonviolent world, to mainstream nonviolence as Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. wanted.

•

working to end catastrophic climate change;
a dramatic increase in funding for renewable
energy/alternatives to fossil fuels, such as solar and wind programs; the aggressive pursuit
of reducing greenhouse gas emissions; active
cleaning up of our water, land and air; signing
an international treaty for swift, verifiable action to reverse climate change and aggressive
nonviolent action to protect all creatures and
all creation;

•

and actively pursuing, discussing, promoting
and funding a new culture of peace and nonviolence, where all Americans and all human
beings on the planets are taught to be nonviolent toward themselves, toward all others, all
creatures, and all creation; that means, funding every child at home and abroad in the
methodology of nonviolent conflict resolution and nonviolent living; promoting nonviolence as a way of life; getting at the roots
of violence in the U.S. and around the world
so that we can stop the causes of violence;
controlling handguns; promoting teachers,
examples and movements of nonviolence,
such as Gandhi, Dr. King and Mandela; and
working to make nonviolent communities and
cultures a reality. This will involve training
young people, ordinary Americans, community leaders, and everyone around the world
in the ways of nonviolence.

The Goals of Campaign Nonviolence: Addressing War, Poverty and Environmental Destruction; Promoting a New Culture of Peace and
Nonviolence
Through Campaign Nonviolence, tens of thousands
of ordinary Americans across the nation will take
to the streets to speak out against war, poverty and
environmental destruction, and call for a new culture
of peace and nonviolence. Their goals include:
•

the abolition of war and nuclear weapons;
drastically cutting the U.S. military budget;
funding nonviolent, non-military civilianbased defense systems and nonviolent conflict resolution programs; abolishing the U.S.
drone bombing system; closing most of the
730 U.S. military bases around the planet;
abolishing our nuclear weapons; cleaning up
the environmental destruction at our nuclear
plants and sites; and fulfilling the NPT treaty;

•

the abolition of extreme poverty at home
and abroad; the end of hunger at home and
around the world; using the billions of dollars
formerly spent on war and nuclear weapons
to fund public food and housing programs
at home and abroad, improve our schools
and healthcare at home and abroad, offer
nonviolent jobs; establishing a $15 minimum
wage for all Americans; establishing a more
justice immigration program, and welcoming
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-John Dear
Source/Reference: http://www.paceebene.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/
John-Dear-CNV-Overview-2015.pdf

Alternative to Violence, Nonviolence and Racial Justice
The alternative
to violence
is nonviolent
resistance.
This method
was made
famous in our
generation by
Mohandas K.
Gandhi, who
used it to free
India from the
domination
of the British
Empire. Five
points can
be made
concerning
non-violence
as a method in
bringing about
better racial conditions. First, this is not a method for
cowards; it does resist.
The nonviolent resister is just as strongly opposed
to the evil against which he protests as is the
person who uses violence. His method is passive or
nonaggressive in the sense that he is not physically
aggressive toward his opponent. But his mind and

The name and form of the spiritually
enlightened Saint experiences the pangs
and sorrows of life, but not their sting.
emotions are al-ways active, constantly seeking to
persuade the opponent that he is mistaken.

This method is passive physically but strongly
active spiritually; it is nonaggressive physically but
dynamically aggressive spiritually. A second point is
that nonviolent resistance does not seek to defeat
or humiliate the opponent, but to win his friendship
and understanding. The nonviolent resister must
often express his protest through noncooperation
or boycotts, but he realizes that noncooperation and

boycotts are not ends themselves;
they are merely means to awaken
a sense of moral shame in the
opponent.
The end is redemption and
reconciliation. The aftermath of
nonviolence is the creation of
the beloved community, while the
aftermath of violence is tragic
bitterness. A third characteristic
of this method is that the attack is
directed against forces of evil rather
than against persons who are caught
in those forces. It is evil we are
seeking to defeat, not the persons
victimized by evil. Those of us who
struggle against racial injustice must
come to see that the basic tension is
not between races.
The tension is at bottom between justice and
injustice, between the forces of light and the forces
of darkness. And if there is a victory it will be a
victory not merely for some peoples, but a victory
for justice and the forces of light. We are out to
defeat injustice and not persons who may happen
to be unjust.” Nonviolent resistance avoids not only
external physical violence but also internal violence
of spirit. At the center of nonviolence stands the
principle of love.
In struggling for human dignity the oppressed people
of the world must not allow themselves to become
bitter or indulge in hate campaigns. To retaliate with
hate and bitterness would do nothing but intensify
the hate in the world. Along the way
of life, someone must have sense
enough and morality enough to cut
off the chain of hate. This can be
done only by projecting the ethics of
love to the center of our lives.
Source/Reference: https://swap.stanford.edu/20141218225500/
http://mlk-kpp01.stanford.edu/primarydocuments/Vol4/6Feb-1957_NonviolenceAndRacialJustice.pdf
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Passion for Peace: Exercising Power Creatively
The responsibility to identify with those who build peace with justice on behalf of those who have never
experienced such a quality in their lives has been a key motive for writing this book. The peace builders may
be responding to bullying, in the home, in the schoolyard, in management circles, in the conduct of national
politics or in international affairs. The prospective beneficiaries of peace with justice might be women who have
no freedom, prisoners who have been denied their rights or asylum seekers who are refused a refuge. Even this
modest list of the oppressed recognises a responsibility for a common humanity. This responsibility can be built
by increasing our awareness of injustices. It can also be developed by taking small steps to resolve local issues in
preparation for initiatives to address problems in the world’s more dramatic trouble spots.
This book was also conceived in response to the difficulty of explaining the significance of peace with justice to
the media, to politicians and even within academic institutions. For many years the study of peace barely had a
foothold in universities. It was sometimes dismissed as insufficiently academic, a charge intended to infer that the
subject matter was not grounded in theory and did not belong to any discipline. In the 1990s tertiary education
became more business oriented; the arts and humanities were threatened by the popularity of training aimed
at providing graduates with well-paid job opportunities. The prospects of developing a serious study of peace
seemed more remote than ever.
At that time I used to argue that in preparation for life it would be desirable if every university student could
only graduate if they had studied the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the subsequent covenants
on political and civil, social and economic rights. The teaching on such topics tended to be confined to law
departments, as though a key area pertaining to peace should be the preserve of one privileged discipline.
However, at the time of writing, students are demanding to study the smorgasbord that is the peace curriculum:
theories about peace and conflict, about human rights and the future of the United Nations, the practice of
non-violence and the protection of the environment, the skills of conflict resolution and the conduct of peace
negotiations. Those students are motivated by an awareness that the promises of a peaceful new century are not
being realised. As volunteers with non-government organisations, or as employees in government departments
which deal with conflicts, such as community services, prisons, probation, parole, industrial relations and foreign
affairs, they want to contribute to peace with justice. Many plan to work for international aid organisations and
with United Nations agencies.
Even if the significance of peace studies is accepted by educational authorities and is attractive to students, the
difficulty remains of explaining the meaning of peace with justice. It is as though there is a ready audience for
violence but a reluctant constituency for non-violence. Usually the difficulty is with those who feel indifferent
or openly hostile, as in letters written in response to my regular ABC Radio commentary on peace issues. For
example, after a broadcast in which I had discussed non-violence as a response to human rights abuses and to the
persistence of dictatorial regimes, one listener wrote, ‘You and your ABC mates are morally self-indulgent. Nonviolence achieves nothing. No one takes any notice of non-violence.’ On another occasion, after I had criticised
the war against Iraq and had raised questions about the failure to find the alleged weapons of mass destruction,
another listener wrote, ‘What a nerve you peaceniks have to criticise the Prime Minister. The use of the army
was his only option. He knows what he’s talking about.’ How to respond to such critics is not easy. Explanations
about peace take time and patience and can be complex. Building peace is more difficult than waging a war. The
poet Denise Levertov put it this way. ‘Peace is a presence, an energy field more intense than war.’
Explanations of peace with justice are influenced by a literature which is multidisciplinary. Everyone owns it and
nobody does. Tolstoy’s great novel War and Peace remains perhaps the best international treatise against war.
Tolstoy shows Russian officers’ confusion over the meaning of peace though the aristocratic mothers and sisters
of the Czar’s soldiers had no difficulty in explaining the benefits of a life without war.
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The interdisciplinary nature of Passion for Peace travels from the growing fields of peace research and peace
development through political science and sociology to international law and social work. An analysis of
peace issues also needs to be contemporary and sufficiently personal to avoid appearing as though this is
a topic to be kept at arm’s length. Keeping up to date depends on tapping journalists’ current dispatches
about wars and terrorist attacks, about the breakdown and revival of peace talks and their reporting of
marches against war and governments’ indifference to the marchers’ protests.
The biographical element in these pages is unavoidable. I can-not claim that roads to peace depend on nondestructive uses of power without acknowledging how I may have abused power at least in some measure.
By the same token, the citizens of a privileged country such as Australia can hardly speak of human rights
abuses by other governments if they are not prepared to address social justice issues in their own country.
If social policy objectives which are related to peace with justice, such as a commitment to achieve full
employment, are not addressed in our own culture we should not expect to be taken seriously when raising
these issues elsewhere.
A book’s preface is like an overture which introduces the themes which are to follow in the main work. Two
rich sources give colour and movement to the meaning of peace. They also teach that history’s invasion
of the present can be understood if only we can find time to read, listen and reflect. One of those sources
concerns the lives of charismatic leaders of non-violence: an Indian, an American, a Czech and a Burmese
— Mahatma Gandhi, Martin Luther King Jr, Vaclav Havel and Aung San Suu Kyi. I have borrowed from
their biographies, from their auto-biographies and other writings.
Poetry is the other source which provides illustrations and thread, meaning and coherence. I wanted to
ensure that poetry was not consulted only occasionally. I wanted to assess how, at different stages of peace
negotiations, poetry could give solace and insight. In the eye-opening experiences which have come from
teaching a course on the relationship between poetry and peace, students have introduced the poets of their
languages, their religions and cultures. They have shown how poetry feeds on rhythms and reflections and
on visions derived from the dreams and nightmares which reflect everyday realities in their countries, such
as, respectively, the end of conflicts and the arrival of hope or the resumption of violence and repeat of
atrocities. Poetry can be a record of war and peace, of rivalries and reconciliation. Quoting from diverse
poets can produce a story as varied as Tolstoy’s narrative.
I have chosen the poetry of peace from the Americas and Africa, from Britain and Asia, from several
Russian authors and Australian Aboriginal poets and from the legendary Chinese sage Lao-tzu. When I was
selecting poems a colleague asked, ‘Why don’t you also include pictures which illustrate struggles for peace?’
Almost at the same time I had received a copy of Xanana Gusmao’s My Sea of Timor which includes
his paintings as well as his poems. Although I recognise that the creativity which enhances human dignity
comes in many art forms, I have concentrated on the contributions of poets. The case for peace and against
violence has been made by poets. In Shelley’s terms they have been the unacknowledged legislators of the
world, hence my reliance on them.
Emeritus Professor Stuart Rees, Sydney is the Director of the Centre for Peace & Conflict Studies at the University of
Sydney, and Director of the Sydney Peace Foundation. He has worked in community development and as an academic
in many countries and was previously Professor of Social Work at the University of Sydney. He has practised conflict
resolution within bureaucracies and has been involved in peace negotiations in Cambodia, Israel/Palestine and in
relation to Indonesian—West Papuan relations. Stuart is a regular broadcaster on ABC Radio about the means and
meaning of peace with justice.
Source/Reference: Emeritus Professor Stuart Rees, Passion for Peace: Exercising Power Creatively, University
of New South Wales Press Ltd, NSW, 2003, Preface pg 12-15.
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City of Sydney Peace Prize Lecture & Award Ceremony

George Gittoes: 2015 Sydney Peace Prize Winner

Australian artist George Gittoes AM has been
selected to receive the 2015 Sydney Peace Prize. The
Prize will be awarded on Tuesday 10 November at
Sydney Town Hall.
The 2015 Sydney
Peace Prize Jury’s
citation reads:
George Gittoes
AM: For exposing
injustice for over 45
years as a humanist
artist, activist and
filmmaker, for his
courage to witness
and confront violence in the war zones of the world,
for enlisting the arts to subdue aggression and for
enlivening the creative spirit to promote tolerance,
respect and peace with justice.
The Sydney Peace Prize is Australia’s only annual
international prize for peace. For the past seventeen
years the Sydney Peace Foundation at the University
of Sydney has awarded it to someone who has
made a significant contribution to peace with
justice, respect for human rights and the language
and practice of non-violence. Past winners include
Archbishop Desmond Tutu, Arundhati Roy and
Noam Chomsky.
Gittoes grew up in the Sydney suburb of Rockdale
and studied Fine Arts at The University of Sydney.
In 1970 he helped establish The Yellow House
artists collective in Kings Cross with others including
Martin Sharp and Brett Whitely.
Gittoes’ activism evolved through his work as a
painter, film maker and photojournalist. He has
chronicled conflicts and social upheavals in places
including Nicaragua, Somalia, Cambodia, Western
Sahara, Northern Ireland, Bosnia, Bougainville, East
Timor, South Africa, Palestine, Iraq and Pakistan.
In 1995 Gittoes was a witness to the massacre of
thousands of Rwandans at a displaced persons
camp where they had sought protection from UN
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peacekeeping forces. This inspired his painting
The Preacher, which won the 1995 Blake Prize for
religious art.
“At a time when the world is speeding into a new
cycle of war” says Gittoes, “it is inspiring the
Sydney Peace Foundation values art as a way to help
overcome the brutality. The award of the Sydney
Peace Prize is a wonderful and unexpected honour”.
“George Gittoes is daring, brash and irreverent
– qualities Australians identify with,” says David
Hirsch, Chair of the Foundation. “He is also
generous, open-minded and compassionate –
qualities we also identify with but which have been in
short supply in recent years. The Jury felt his unique
approach to peacebuilding and social justice should
be recognised and applauded.”
Gittoes is currently based in Jalalabad, Afghanistan
– arguably the most dangerous city in the world.
Against all odds, and at great personal risk from
the Taliban, he has established a new Yellow House
artists collective. Its mission is to bring peace and
positive social change not with the weapons of
war but with a broad range of creative media and
strategies.
Gittoes’ documentary film Love City Jalalabad won
awards for Best Documentary and Most Socially
Relevant Film at the New York Winter Indie Film
Festival in February this year.
Art historian Dr Rod Pattenden says “His images pry
open the door to a conversation about what it means
to be human at the very limits, where petty myths,
tired illusions and worn-out symbols collapse. This is
the dare at the heart of his practice – to activate the
imagination rather than fear, and to create hope in
the face of chaos.”
“I feel privileged to have been able to spend much of
my life creating beauty in the face of the destruction
of war” says George Gittoes. “I have been waging a
personal war against war with art.”

Source/Reference: http://sydneypeacefoundation.org.au/peaceprize-recipients/2015-george-gittoes-am/

Developing and Promoting Nonviolence as a Civic Virtue
Nonviolence deserves a place among the great virtues such as
loyalty, courage, integrity, and compassion.
When we think of the question, “Which came first
— moral rules or virtues?” the obvious answer,
I believe, is that virtues came first.
“Morality is internal. The moral law. .
. has to be expressed in the form, ‘be
this,’ not in the form ‘do this.’” He went
on to say, “The true moral law says ‘hate
not,’ instead of ‘kill not.’” In other words,
moral law must be stated as a “rule of
character” and virtuous people of good
character require no reminder of what the
rules are.
Critics of virtue ethics claim that virtues vary across
cultures, making it impossible define which are
“correct.” Such critics prefer moral imperatives,
which are abstractions based on thousands of
years of observing loyal, honest, patient, just, and
compassionate behavior. Because moral rules have
normative force, even as abstractions, international
law and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
serve as an important check on practices that most
human beings find detestable. But beneath the power
of ideas and beyond the rule of law, there must be a
foundation of “good character”.
Conservation is a quaint personal virtue lacking
any practical effect. Its comment reveals one of the
greatest moral problems of our time: the division
between personal and civic virtue, and the corollary
assumption that as long as citizens are not breaking
any laws, they have no moral obligations to others
or even to themselves. But can we truly believe that
moral neutrality leads to happiness, and be satisfied
with merely providing a minimal legal framework?

over by those with a political agenda. Liberals can
only fault themselves for allowing this to happen,
and for not sufficiently acknowledging the severe
crisis of values in
our country. To overcome
criticism that the virtues
taught are too ethnocentric,
school curricula need to
show how these virtues
express themselves in the
world’s major cultures and
religions.
One of the advantages
of discussing virtues
might be that we would
come to an agreement about them much more
easily than arguing about moral rules. For example,
the debate about sexual abstinence could be
constructively redirected by a focus on the virtue of
fidelity. There should be no disagreement at all about
the universal virtues of courage, loyalty, integrity,
compassion, and justice; and there are very creative
ways in which these values can be taught.
The greatest challenge to any program of moral
education is the violence that is endemic in our
culture. Here liberals have much to offer by stressing
research that clearly demonstrates how violent
behavior is learned and not natural to human beings.
The virtue of nonviolence, along with patience and
fortitude, should be taught as central virtues in any
character education program. As future citizens,
children should be taught that violence is never
morally necessary, and that conflicts should always,
whenever possible, be resolved peacefully. In a world
where moral character is understood to
be internal—as taught by the examples
of Christ, the Buddha, Gandhi, and
King—nonviolence would not just be
optional personal virtue, but a required
civic virtue.

While insisting on the pursuit of the great liberal
universal values of tolerance, equality, justice, and
free discussion, perhaps it’s time for political liberals
Nick Gier is Professor Emeritus of Philosophy, University of Idaho. This 2005
to join with conservatives in supporting virtue
essay argues that nonviolence deserves a place among the great virtues such as loyalty,
formation in our families and character education in
courage, integrity, and compassion. In 2004 he published The Virtue of Nonour schools. The very survival of our nation depends
Violence: from Gautama to Gandhi (State University of New York Press).
Source/Reference: http://www.ikedacenter.org/thinkers-themes/themes/peaceon such an alliance. Recent critics of character
cultures/gier-civic-virtue
education in the schools argue that it has been taken
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Australian Social Policy Conference (ASPC)
Rights and Entitlements in Times of Austerity

Social Policy Research Centre, University of New South Wales
(28 - 30 September 2015)
This biennial, Australian Social Policy Conference (ASPC) was the country’s leading event for the discussion and
dissemination of social policy and aimed to bring together researchers, practitioners and policy makers from across
disciplines and provides an opportunity to explore research and practice.
The Global Financial Crisis has severely affected welfare states around the world, with governments in many
countries cutting back welfare entitlements at the same time as large numbers of people are becoming impoverished
and marginalised by the effects of the crisis. The overall direction of social policy was towards more targeting,
more user-pays, more activation, less entitlement and more punitive sanctions for those who defaulted on their
obligations. Growing inequality is increasingly accepted as an immutable characteristic of the modern welfare state.
These trends are a matter of grave concern for the more vulnerable members of society and for those working
with them.
In this context the debates around rights and entitlements have become increasingly intense and hard fought.
Australia has managed to retain and even to expand its welfare provision in some significant respects, particularly
with the introduction of the National Disability Insurance Scheme. However it is now rapidly moving in the same
direction as other states. Austerity can be a spur to creativity and invention, forcing the development of new and
innovative ways of harnessing the resources in society to address poverty, marginalisation and exclusion. Thus the
importance of learning from each other’s experience is crucial for addressing the challenges of maintaining rights
and entitlements in the face of global austerity.
This conference addressed these themes and also inviteed submissions from researchers and policy practitioners
across the full range of social policy topics.
Conference streams included:
• Human services;
• Ageing, rights and entitlements;
• Poverty, welfare and social inequality;
• Indigenous peoples;
• Communities, families and children;
• Chinese social policy (special workshop) &
• Environment and social policy;
Open strand. International contributions were
• Disability, rights and care;
particularly encouraged.

UNE Peace Studies Conference 2015

School of Humanities, UNE Future Campus,
232 Church Street, Parramatta
(26 – 28 August 2015)
Questioning ‘peace formation’ and ‘peace
‘the local turn’.
infrastructure’
These terms have been presented a response
In recent years the partnered terms of ‘peace
to the criticism established a decade ago, that
formation’ (offered as an alternative to
‘peacebuilding’ – state and market-focused,
‘peacebuilding’) and ‘peace infrastructure’ have been
centralised and bureaucratic – had become an
promoted as the advancement of peace and conflict
inherently conservative undertaking seeking
studies, particularly when it is linked to the idea of
managerial solutions to fundamental conflicts over
localism. Some have referred to this push as part of
resources and power, attempting to modernise and
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re-legitimise a fundamental status quo respectful of a
national and international market economy (Bendaña,
2003, p. 5).
The school of thought in which these terms have
been developed, ‘the critique of liberal peace’ or ‘the
alternative discourse’, is self-described as ‘illiberal’
because it criticises Western liberalism and the
cultural bias conceptions of peace. But, on paper, it
is not clear how the alternative discourse is any less
liberal and prescriptive than liberal peace. Indeed,
the ‘alternative’ often espouses seemingly very liberal
notions, for instance, the commitment to ‘peace’,
otherwise termed ‘eirenism’ (Richmond, 2009).
While the theories of peace formation and peace
infrastructure have emerged from Lederach’s conflict
transformation school of thought by prioritising
the mid-level approach to ‘forming’ peace, it could
be that the theories’ prescriptions – for instance,
presenting ‘peace’ as a constant and concrete term
– are moving into a conflict resolution approach to
peace.
Some define peace infrastructure from the ideal
perspective of peace formation, as an emancipatory
approach based on local and hybridised networks
of peace activity and is necessarily reliant on
international support, while others define peace
infrastructure by emphasising organisational elements
such as the network and cooperation of international
actors, government agencies, civil society and conflict
parties aspiring to a peace constant. In the broader
critical school of peace formation, the notions are
intended to represent the ‘everyday’, pragmatic and,
hence, ‘local’ forms of peaceful activity.
It seems necessary that if peace infrastructure is
the ‘new way’ of peace and conflict studies, and

if it includes itself in a scientific pursuit of peace,
a standard definition should be considered. The
conference invites supporting and opposing papers
on defining peace infrastructure. Yet, the conference
also questions whether ‘peace infrastructure’, as a
concept, term and plan for implementation, is any
different to previous, much-maligned concepts of
‘tick-box peacebuilding’ that prefers bureaucratic
and economic ‘solutions’ to often social and cultural
problems.
The conference sought to advance this debate
by inviting an interdisciplinary and interactive
discussion. Theorists, practitioners and practicaltheorists were invited from a variety of Humanities
interests, on topics including:
Peace of politics:
•
Human security, order, institutionalism and
statebuilding
•
Democratization, elections and civichood
•
Civil disobedience and activism
•
Peace agreements and peace processes
Peace of ‘the local’:
Localisms versus globalisation
Civil society as the medium between the local
and the state
•
Resilient communities, local private sector and
mechanisms for dispute resolution
•
•

Critical peace:
The neoliberal political economy of
peacebuilding
•
Post-structuralism and colonial nature of peace
interventionism
•
Social and political anthropology of indigenous
culture and language
•

Peace of the past:
Environment and heritage
Historical comparisons of peacebuilding
missions and war

•
•

Peace in the future:
Environmental peace
Education and empowerment
International development and the ‘growth
economy’
•
Technologies and the science of peace
•
•
•

Nonviolence Film Festival 2015
4 – 8 May 2015, Oorala Centre, University of New England

The Nonviolence Film Festival, organised by Peace Studies in the School of Humanities in
University of New England, is an annual event.
Nonviolence just involves gentle but naïve people holding placards and candles in peaceful
demonstrations, right? Wrong. There are hundreds of nonviolent techniques, from strikes
to blockades to boycotts to film-making. The sixth annual Nonviolence Film Festival was
five days of free lunchtime films which explored diverse nonviolent campaigns.
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The Non-Violence News and Events
The Power of Non-Violence, Movie
30 September, 2015
D.B. Clarke Theatre, Concordia University,
Canada
Presented by the Peace Grantmakers Network – in
collaboration with Concordia University, Global
News Montreal, The Suburban, the Fabienne Colas
Foundation
Presented as part of the International Day of Peace, the
screening of “Selma,” the story of Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr.’s historic struggle to secure voting rights for
all people, preceded a panel discussion on The Power
of Non-Violence: An interfaith perspective on the
legacy of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Peace and Nonviolence Festival and Walk
7 September, 2015
Martin Luther King, Jr. Park, Buffalo, New York
This Labor Day, a different type of event was hosted
at MLK Park. The festival was dedicated to peace and
non-violence in Buffalo, and throughout the world.
Peoples were invited to attend a special celebration
that included a peace walk, activities which pay tribute
to the Civil Rights Bill of 1964. People joined together
with over 80 groups that were dedicated to peace and
non-violence issues.
The International Day of Peace
Convergence for peace (20 September, 2015)
Urangan Pier Park Hervey Bay, Urangan, Hervey Bay,
Queensland 2456
The “Convergence For Peace” event was a new annual
event based in Hervey Bay. The intention was to bring
people together as part of the “International Day of
Peace” initiative. Everyone was welcome to converge
at the Pier Park on Sunday the 20th of September
from 12 mid-day for a Community BBQ. The event
included activities, performances and representatives
from local community speaking about the value of
Peace and Unity.
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International Day of Peace (World Peace Day)
The Baha’i Community, Central library, LaPlace
USA
On World Peace Day, the Community of St. John
the Baptist Parish planned special events including,
A prayer service and peace forum in LaPlace. An
Interfaith Prayers for Peace program was from
September 19 from 10:30 to 11:30 a.m. at Greenwood
Park in LaPlace. The event was open to people of all
faiths and beliefs.
Gandhi-Mandela Cricket Series for orphans of
Jammu and Kashmir
10 September, 2015
Jammu and Kashmir, India
The historic initiative was a joint venture of Gandhi
Global Family and United Nations in which orphan
children below the age of 16 from all districts of
Jammu, Kashmir and Ladakh were given a chance
to display their talent in game, as well as spread the
message of non-violence and peace across spheres.
Breaking the Silence on Domestic Violence
Poetry Competition
10 July - 12 September, 2015
Woocrest State College Auditorium, Springfield,
Queensland, Australia
Breaking the Silence on Domestic Violence Poetry
Competition coinciding with “Child Protection”
week 6 – 12 September was looking for short poems
of no more than 200 words with a message to
inspire support. The theme “Breaking the Silence
on Domestic Violence” was to show how the
community, especially women and families were
affected by domestic violence.
National Domestic & Aboriginal Family
Violence Conference
15 - 16 September, 2015
Crowne Plaza, 16 Hindmarsh Square,
Adelaide, Australia
National Domestic & Aboriginal Family Violence
Conference brought together speakers from all over
the country to speak over the violence issues.

Celebrate Gandhi’s birthday with UNSW
Australia and the University of Sydney as part of
Art After Hours at the Gallery

UNSW Australia and the University of Sydney
invited people to celebrate Gandhi’s birthday at the
Art Gallery of New South Wales on Wednesday
30 September 2015. Celebrations included a VIP
cocktail reception followed by a special celebration
of Mahatma Gandhi’s birthday as part of Art After
Hours at the Gallery.
The celebrations were held within the monumental
art work Public notice 2 by Jitish Kallat which
records Gandhi’s speech in Dandi on the eve of
the Salt March. The artwork provided a backdrop
to celebrations including a ceremonial march,
traditional hymns and a dynamic panel discussion on
Gandhi’s quote, ‘No culture can live if it attempts
to be exclusive.’ Following the panel discussion,
guests were invited to stay on to enjoy an Indian
music performance as part of Art After Hours at the
Gallery.
Consul-General of India to Sydney, Mr Sunjay
Sudhir, will attend celebrations.
Cocktail Reception
VIP guests were invited to join for a cocktail
reception prior to the main event. Light refreshments
were be provided.

Date: Wednesday 30 September, 2015
Time: 5.00pm – 5.45pm
Venue: Function Space, Ground Floor, Art Gallery
of New South Wales, Art Gallery Road, The Domain
Main Event
Stay on for Art After Hours at the Gallery and a
special Gandhi-inspired celebration including a
ceremonial march, panel discussion and traditional
Indian music.
6:00pm – 7:00pm: Ceremonial march, hymns and
panel discussion
7.30pm – 8.30pm: Indian music
Venue: Entrance Court, Ground Floor, Art Gallery
of New South Wales, Art Gallery Road, The Domain
The Gallery was open until 10pm. For further
information, visit www.artgallery.nsw.gov.au/artafter-hours/
For additional information, please contact:
Email: visits.international@unsw.edu.au, Ph:02 9385
6062, Website: www.international.unsw.edu.au
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